
Polesden Lacey and Ranmore Common 
estates, near Dorking, Surrey: an 

archaeological and historical survey
C H R IS T O PH E R  K  C U R R IE

This article is based on a survey of the Polesden Lacey and Ranmore Common estates carried out by the author for 
the National Trust. It examines the historical and archaeological evidence for their development from prehistoric 
times. A notable feature of the estate revealed by the earliest written records is the presence of hatches' or gates 
where ancient tracks leave the farmland to enter Ranmore Common. The majority of these hatches have ancient 

farms next to them, seemingly situated to take advantage of the extensive grazing on the common.
The records appear to date from the period when medieval expansion into the common was reaching its furthest 

extent. Since the 14th century at least one medieval farmstead has disappeared. By 1614 the Polesden estate had 
grown from a medieval farmstead to a substantial estate of 391 acres, forming the basis for an important post- 
medieval county house estate. Following the death of Mrs Margaret Greville in 1942, the estate was granted to 
the National Trust.

Introduction
A survey of the historic landscape o f the Polesden Lacey and Ranm ore Com m on estates was 
carried out between M arch 1995 and April 1996 for the National Trust. Although these two 
estates are formally separate, they are contiguous, and are m anaged from the same centre, 
Polesden Lacey House. It was therefore considered convenient to undertake their survey as a 
single block of land.

Historical background
The present Polesden Lacey estate (fig 1) has been mainly built up over the last 400 years. 
Previously the core of the estate was based on a medieval m anor known as ‘High Polesden5, part 
of the larger overall m anor and parish of G reat Bookham.

About 1630 a more substantial house was built on the present site by Anthony Rous, who had 
recently obtained the estate from the Gastleton family. R ichard Brinsley Sheridan, the author 
and playwright, held the estate in the early 19th century. In 1818 it was sold to Joseph Bonsor, 
who built a new house on the site, and undertook m any other improvements to the estate. 
During the ownership of the Bonsor family (1818-53), m uch additional land was added to the 
estate, creating the land unit m uch as it is today.

The house (fig 2) and its landscape were much altered by successive owners before it was sold 
to Captain the Honourable Ronald Greville in 1906 (Ray 1911, 331-2). He died in 1908, 
leaving the property to his widow, the Honourable Mrs M argaret Greville. W hen she died in 
1942 she bequeathed the estate to the National Trust.

Topography and land use
The Polesden Lacey and Ranm ore Comm on estates once lay almost entirely within the m anor 
of G reat Bookham. The exceptions include part of Ranm ore Com m on that formed part of 
Dorking parish, and two fields on the east side of the estate in the historic m anor of Little 
Bookham. In 1861 all the estate south of the valley bottom  known as Polesden valley, including 
the later Ranm ore Comm on estate, was transferred to the ecclesiastical parish of Ranm ore. The 
present civil parish of Wotton now includes that former part of G reat Bookham that was 
transferred to the ecclesiastical parish of Ranmore.



Fig 1 Polesden Lacey: locadon and boundary of estate, scale 1:27000, reduced from 1:25000 map, 1986. (Reproduced 
by kind permission of the O rdnance Survey, © Crown Copyright NC 700/1028)



Fig 2 Polesden Lacey: the house from the south-east, 1997

G reat Bookham was an extensive strip parish aligned north-south, and covering about 5 miles 
(8 km) in length from north-south, and between 0.5 mile (0.8 km) and one mile (1.61 km) wide. 
The geology extends from alluvium in the valley of the river Mole in the north, over London 
Clay covered by T hanet and Woolwich beds to the edge of the chalk on the site of the present 
village. The chalk extends out over most of the Polesden estate and Ranm ore Comm on before 
dropping down onto a thin band of U pper Greensand and Gault Clay to the south of Ranm ore 
Comm on (BGS 1979). The chalk on the Polesden Lacey and Ranm ore estates is frequently 
capped by clay and gravel, with occasional lenses of sand on Ranm ore Common.

T he heights above O rdnance D atum  for G reat Bookham parish range from 25m OD on the 
River Mole, about 60m OD near the centre of the village, rising to 140m OD near Polesden 
Lacey house. South of Polesden Lacey, the land drops sharply into a dry chalk valley. This drops 
to 80m OD before rising again to Ranm ore Com m on (fig 1). O n the southern edge of this 
common near Ranm ore Comm on R oad the land reaches its greatest height at c 195m OD. 
From here the land drops sharply southwards into the Surrey Weald.

The land north of Polesden R oad consists of a mixture of arable and pasture farmland. These 
lands were once part of the open fields of G reat Bookham parish. To the south of Polesden 
Road, up to the northern edge of Polesden valley, the land is mainly pasture. It is characterized 
by the survival of woodland belts around some of the fields, and numerous moderate-sized 
blocks of woodland. In the 19th century these woodland belts, or shaws, were still numerous in 
this area.

One of the prom inent features is the deep dry valley south of Polesden Lacey house, shown 
immediately south of The Terrace in figure 1. This extends on an east-west alignment from the 
river Mole, across the full width of the estate into Effingham parish to the west. W ithin the estate 
it is mainly pasture. Both here, and on the land above it to the north, survivals of shaws and 
small copses can be found.

The common itself appears as a heavily wooded hillside from Polesden Lacey house. However, 
the woodland cover conceals a num ber of north-south  coombes cutting into the hill. Some of 
these were brought into cultivation, possibly in the medieval period, but have reverted to 
woodland in the last hundred years or so. Arable fields still cut into the woodland south of Yew 
Tree Farm (fig 1), and are survivors of medieval assarting.
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1 Old Polesden Road
2 Hogden Hatch
3 Marrowfield

Fig 3 Polesden Lacey: the area covered by the National Trust estate as derived from Clay’s 
m ap of 1614 (Harvey 1966)

Local tradition often describes the common as once having been heathland. However, this is 
largely hearsay, and is not supported by historic evidence. In the medieval period, the area was 
known as South Wood (fig 3), and as late as the 19th century there was m uch concern with the 
tim ber on the common. Although it is possible that larger clearings once existed, the common 
m ay never have evolved beyond a woodland pasture land use. Regeneration of woodland on 
any cleared areas seems to have been fairly rapid.

Prehis toric  landscapes
T he Surrey County Council Sites and M onuments Record (SMR) records little prehistoric 
activity on the two estates. However, during this survey, a num ber of flint scatters indicating 
prehistoric activity have been found. The most notable are near Polesden House and Goldstone 
Farm  (fig 1). T he former is a distinct scatter of worked flint covering what appears to be the 
highest point of the estate a few hundred metres north-west of the house. The nature of the flints 
found suggest a Late Neolithic date. The site at Goldstone Farm is also, perhaps coincidentally, 
near the highest part of that farm. The flint scatter found here was less conspicuous than that



near Polesden House, but seemed to represent a modest scatter in an area otherwise lacking in 
worked flint. There was not enough distinctive m aterial found here to suggest a date.

Roman landscapes
T here are only isolated finds from the Rom an period within the estate boundaries, and these 
suggest chance losses rather than perm anent settlement. Find sites include two brooches found 
on R anm ore Comm on at TQ , 144 506 and T Q  129 509 (SMR). These were almost certainly 
accidental losses as they were both found in lonely and isolated parts of the common. Exactly 
how they became lost is uncertain* but they might suggest that at this time the common was 
being used for m anaged woodland pasture.

There is a hint that at least part of the dry Polesden valley may have been settled at this 
period. Around the year 1716 a hoard of late Rom an coins is said to have been found in a 
ploughed field a short distance to the west of Bagden Farm (fig 1). O n the strength of this find 
Edwards (1801, 41) suggested that this farm may have been the site of a Romano-British 
settlement. As the find was a coin hoard, it m ight equally be suggested that the spot was chosen 
because it was isolated from Rom an settlement. However, on balance, it is unlikely that the 
owner of the coins would have gone too far from his habitation. It might, therefore, be suggested 
that by the Rom an period more perm anent settlements were beginning to be formed in the local 
landscape.

Saxon landscapes
There is little definite information about the area in the Anglo-Saxon period. The only 
docum entary evidence comprises a series of charters connecting Great Bookham with Chertsey 
Abbey, and the record of Domesday Book at the very end of the period. For the rest, it is 
necessary to rely on place-names, and later documents that refer back to the Saxon period.

SAXON CHARTERS

There are four Saxon charters that purport to grant the estate o f ‘Bookham’ to Chertsey Abbey. 
The first of these was supposedly issued by Frithuwold, a sub-king (.subregulus) of Surrey, and 
Eorcenwold in AD 727 (Sawyer 1968, no 1181). Amongst a long list of predom inantly Surrey 
manors, it records ‘Bookham with Effingham’, but offers no distinction between G reat and Little 
Bookham [ibid, no 1181). This is followed by a grant of King Athelstan in AD 933, that lists 
‘Bookham ’ and‘Effingham’ separately (ibid, no 420). In AD 967 King Edgar grants another long 
list of southern manors to Chertsey, which includes‘Bookham’, but excludes Effingham (ibid, no 
752). Finally in 1062 Edward the Confessor seems to confirm most of the manors listed in the 
previous charters to the abbey, listing BookhanTwith Effingham’ (ibid, no 1035). The general 
opinion is that these charters are forgeries written after the N orm an Conquest, but that they 
may represent lands genuinely held by Chertsey M inister before 1066 (Sawyer 1968, passim).

THE SAXON ESTATE OF ‘POLESDEN’ AND THE HUNDRED OF EFFINGHAM

Blair (1991, 24-5) has suggested that the granting of multiple estates to the church in the Saxon 
period was imposed on a pre-existing pattern. Nowhere is this apparently better dem onstrated 
than at Polesden. The granting of ‘Bookham with Effingham’ in AD 727, although a probable 
forgery, shows how the three parishes making up the later medieval hundred of Effingham 
(Effingham, G reat and Little Bookham) seem once to have been a single unit. It is possible to go 
back beyond this date, and link the hundred of C opthorne with Effingham, as later they both 
shared the same meeting place (ibid, 17). This suggests that the two hundreds were once linked 
as a single estate, possibly a tribal unit. This is supported by the fact that the Polesden dry valley 
crosses both hundreds. Later, land units described as being in ‘Polesden’ spread across a num ber



of parishes in both hundreds. These stretched from Effingham in the west into Mickleham in the 
east (Harvey 1949a).

As well as the lands within Bookham, described as ‘in Polesden’ at an early date (see below), 
there are lands all along the dry valley from the river Mole westwards similarly described. The 
m ost easterly of these is the m anor of ‘Polesden’ in Mickleham. This was an estate held by 
M erton Priory from 1202, when Walter de Polesden is recorded as buying and selling land there 
from the prior (Pedesfinium, 5), probably as part of m utual exchanges to consolidate their existing 
land holdings .In  1213-14 Walter was called to answer why he had not adhered to a fine between 
the prior and himself regarding his free holding at ‘Polesden’ (Heales 1898, 69).

T here were four parts of Mickleham m entioned in Domesday. Two of these holdings were 
five hide holdings in 1066 (Wood 1975, 5.23, 19.19), but the other two are smaller and one of 
these may represent the holding later known as Polesden Lacey. These consist o f a  one hide 
holding held by Saemen, and a smaller estate of one virgate held by Godwin. Both these 
apparen t Saxons held these estates in 1066 and 1086 {ibid, 19.41-2). It is possible that they may 
have been on the fringes of the m ain Mickleham manor.

Little is known of the medieval history of this Polesden estate until after the Dissolution, when 
it was granted to William Sackvyle (Allingham 1911, 307). T he appellation ‘Lacey’ probable 
came about as the result of a connection with the family of Joh n  Lacy in the late 14th century. 
H ere it is recorded that ‘Joh n  Lacy gave no lands to the prior of M erton but gave them  in his life 
to R obert Gharleton [and others]... The prior occupies them. He claims by com m on report. 
T hey are worth £6 . Lands at Chysynden, Hoke, Talworth, Longeditton and Polesden’ (CalMI 
1387-93, 94). It is thought that this estate was centred on the ruined chapel at Chapel Farm 
(TQ, 1603 5192) (H art & Braun 1941).

This land adjoins Bagden Farm, which is described as lying in Polesden in a survey of 1548 
(PRO  E 36/168). Similarly the lands at T anner’s H atch, ‘Eldondhatch’ (probably Trespass 
H atch  or O ld House Hatch), and Marrowfield (fig 3) are all described at various times as being 
‘in Polesden’ (see below). This creates a continuous strip of land up the dry valley from the river 
Mole to the western boundary of G reat Bookham all being described as part of Polesden.

This strip is broken by the absence of places ‘in Polesden’ within the thin strip of Little 
Bookham parish crossing the valley, but it continues into Effingham. Places described as in 
Polesden’ are num erous here. The earliest reference is from the Curia Regis Rolls (C R R  1203-5, 
215) o f 1204. H ere the royal court made judgm ent on the free tenem ent M atilda de Cameis held 
in Effingham, La Leghe and Polesden {de libero tenemento suo in Offingham et in la Leghe et in Palesdmn). 
According to Harvey (1949a, 163-4), the nam e Effingham Polesden is used frequently in later 
documents. As late as the 16th and 17th centuries lands at Bowles and Denbroke (SHC: G 120/ 
8 /2 ), and M ares and Dunley (SHC: G 1 10/2) are referred to as ‘in Polesden’.

From this, it m ight be deduced that an estate called Polesden existed that pre-dated the 
creation of the later parishes of Mickleham, G reat Bookham, Little Bookham and Effingham. 
This estate also crosses the hundred boundaries of Copthorne and Effingham. Harvey s 
contention (1949b) that these hundreds once form ed a single land unit supports this idea.

THE FORMATION OF PARISHES

If  the charter of AD 727 granting ‘Bookham with Effingham’ to Chertsey Abbey is to be 
believed, it m ight seem that the parishes of Effingham hundred had already become a separate 
estate by that date. However, as this docum ent is now thought to be a later forgery, this can not 
be relied upon, particularly as it is often considered that medieval hundreds came into being 
after the 8th century. Athelstan’s charter to Chertsey of AD 933 lists Effingham and Bookham 
separately. Although the charter of AD 1062 links them  again, this is probably because it 
purports to be a confirmation, and is likely to be referring to an original. Although these 
docum ents are considered spurious, it m ight be suggested that they sought to include some truth 
to make them  plausible. As a result, it m ight be tentatively suggested that Effingham and 
Bookham had become separated by the early 10th century.
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The three parishes were almost certainly formed by 1066, when they are individually 
mentioned in the Domesday Survey. Blair's research (1991, 109-10) on early medieval Surrey 
suggests that the parochial structure came into being between AD 950 and 1150. Ray (1911 b, 
335) considers that Little Bookham was detached from Great Bookham not long before the 
Norman Conquest. Both Bookhams have parish churches dating from the mid-12th century. All 
three parishes take the form oflong, thin, north-south strips ofland, the boundaries of which cut 
across the Polesden dry valley. The symmetrical layout suggests a rationalization of earlier land 
divisions. 

PLACE-NAME EVIDENCE 

Further clues to the Saxon settlement of the area can be obtained from place-names. Blair (1991, 
45) considers that the frequency of -ham names in or near the line of dip-slope villages north of 
the Ranmore ridge represents primary Anglo-Saxon settlement. Villages such as Fetcham, 
Bookham and Effingham spread out from the Roman Stane Street along the east-west trackway 
on which they lay. The Bookham name derives from the Old English boc and ham, meaning 
'beech farm', although the 'boc' element is sometimes thought to derive from 'book', meaning 
land granted by charter. If the names come from a 'beech' element, it may remember a time 
when the beech and oak woods of Ran more once stretched northwards nearer to the village site 
itself (Gover et at 1934, 99). 

Harvey (1949a) considers that the dry valley of Polesden was another main route of 
colonisation, running parallel with this trackway. The frequency of -den names within the valley 
is high. Each one of the various side valleys branching to the south into the high ridge of 
Ranmore has a -den name. These have frequently given their names to the settlements that were 
sited at the north end of the valleys. Bagden and Hogden occur in the old manor of Great 
Bookham, with Denbrook and Craiden in Effingham. 

It is considered that the name Polesden derives from 'Poll's denu', ie poll's valley (Gover et at 
1934, 100), but there are other alternatives. The 'Poles' element could refer to coppice poles, 
demonstrating the known early historical practice of coppicing in the woodland. The -den 
element could be denn, a summer pasture. Although the valley definition is generally preferred, 
reading it as the summer pasture does connect well with Blair's thesis that the villages to the 
north are primary settlements. From this it might be suggested that the wooded valley to the 
south originally served as a summer pasture. Temporary shelters for the herdsmen may have 
become the basis for the later settlements that occur in the valley. The valley of Polesden may 
not therefore be a primary settlement area, but originally an area of woodland pasture. This was 
first used as summer pasture by the settlements on or near the later village sites to the north, and 
subsequently became settled permanently, similar to the 'denns' of the Surrey, Sussex and 
Kentish Weald. 

It is notable how fields to the south of the later open field of Great Bookham were surrounded 
by thick shaws until late into the post-medieval period. This area included the nucleus of the 
later Polesden estate north of the dry valley. Parts of these wooded areas survive today, although 
most of them were gradually cut down during the 18th and 19th centuries. Such shaws are 
characteristic of the Wealden areas of south-east England. They can also be found in some areas 
offormer woodland in Hampshire. Their existence at Polesden demonstrates that the farmland 
may have been cut out of old woodland. It is not possible to put a date on this occurrence, and it 
may have been a gradual process from the earliest times. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to suggest 
that much of this enclosure, as it is shown on post-medieval maps, took place in Saxon and early 
medieval times. 

The name Ranmore for the large wooded area south of the dry valley of Polesden does not 
occur until quite late. Throughout the medieval perIod, it is referred to as the 'South Wood', and 
is usually associated with the ownership of the abbot of Chertsey. As late as 1614, Clay's map of 
Bookham (fig 3) calls the common, South Wood (SHC: 34/3), and it is not until Bowen's county 
map of 1749 that the name Ranmore appears on maps. The name occurs earlier in the 18th 
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century in other forms. However, the name appears to be of ancient derivation. The elements 
Ran and (ge)maere mean 'strip on the boundary' (Gover et al1934, 100). The southern edge of 
Ranmore represents a pronounced geographic division between the parishes to the north, and 
those to the south. The 'strip' on the boundary may represent the enclosed lands along the 
boundary edge that later formed the nucleus of the 19th century ecclesiastical parish of 
Ranmore. Harvey (1939, iii) considered that the name derived from the strip between the 
southern boundary of Bookham and the conjectured drove road crossing the top of the ridge. 

SAXON COMMON PASTURE 

One of the most interesting aspects of the postulated Saxon landscape is the common and the 
roads leading on to it. Research by the author in Hampshire (Currie 1994, 115-18) has indicated 
that many old roads and Saxon common pastures were intimately related. This work has shown 
that common pastures in the Saxon period were far more extensive in the Middle Saxon period 
than has been previously credited. Their management often seems to have been regulated with 
designated entrances or 'gates' from an early date. There are signs that infringement of rights on 
the common, and encroachment on the land itself were already well underway before the 
Norman Conquest. 

A similar pattern appears to have existed at Ranmore. The basic boundary of the common 
seems to have been remarkably stable since at least 1614, when it is first mapped (fig 3; SHC: 
34/3). The most stable part of this boundary appears to be the entrances through it onto the 
common. The main access routes pass through 'hatches'. These are equivalent to the 'gates' of 
the extensive common pastures in southern Hampshire. There are five of these recorded on the 
map of 1614: Tanner's Hatch, Trespass Hatch, and Hogden Hatch (fig 3) on the north side, and 
Snook's Hatch and Wallow Hatch (TQ 145 503 and TQ 133 501 respectively) on the south side. 
In addition, where a road enters the fields that seem to have been cut from the common south of 
Yew Tree Farm, it passes through an area known as 'Flood Gates' (fig 3). Both this, and the track 
leading into the common through Bagden Farm (figs 1,3), may have been further 'hatch' gates, 
but subsequent assarting of the common has extended the enclosed lands south of the former 
common 'entrance', thus causing the 'hatch' here to fall out of use. 

What purpose did these 'hatches' or gates serve? In southern Hampshire, it has been suggested 
that they acted as control points for the stock being put onto the common (Currie 1994, 115-16). 
By the later medieval period, many commons were carefully controlled, with each manorial 
tenant having a right to pasture a restricted number of animals there. This number was 
determined by the amount of land a tenant held. The allowances that come down to us often 
date from the post-medieval court rolls. It might be assumed that in Saxon times, with fewer 
tenants and a greater acreage of common pasture, they may have been higher. They may even 
have been unnecessary in lightly populated areas. 

Work on the animal bones from Saxon Southampton has shown that even by the 10th century 
the quality of the animals reaching the late Saxon settlement was inferior to those of the Middle 
Saxon centuries. This suggests that the ability of the rural pasture in the settlement's hinterland 
to maintain a high standard of provisions was already declining through pressure on land before 
the Norman Conquest (Bourdillon 1980, 85). There is reason to consider that this might be 
associated with the shrinkage of common pasture. Similar pressure may have occurred on 
Ranmore Common in the Saxon period. 

It is possible to conjecture the extent of the common in Late Saxon times. One might assume 
that the 'hatch' names represent early entrances. Two other hatches, on the boundary of the 
present common near Bagden, and at Flood Gates, can be further conjectured (fig 3). Enclosed 
lands south of the present boundary near Bagden made up a number of enclosures that have 
subsequently been reintegrated into Ranmore Common. These include the extensive 'several', 
or privately owned wood called Claypit, later Bagden, Wood (fig 3, B). These lands were part of 
Bagden Farm by the early 14th century, but they had probably been assarted from the common 
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at a relatively early date. Likewise, the lands south of Yew Tree Farm (fig 1) seem to have been 
established assarts by the early 14th century. 

As will be seen below, it is conjectured that an early medieval road ran through what is now 
Polesden Farm, following the approximate line of the 'Valley Walk' (TQ 136 519-144 517) 
created by the National Trust in 1995. According to a charter ofl243-4, atleast part of the land 
on the south side of this road was still within the common at this time. Allowing that Tanner's 
Hatch represents an ancient entrance, assarted land probably came up to this point at an early 
date. However, the remnants of woodland to the west of Round Copse (to the north of Tanner's 
Hatch) up to the old carriage drive to Prospect Lodge (600m west of Tanner's Hatch) may have 
remained common until the mid-13th century. To this day this area is broken up by the remains 
of woodland, the possible remnants of the early common. 

South of Yew Tree Farm, the situation is similarly complex. If one allows a former hatch at 
Flood Gates, at least some of the lands to the south seem to be later assarts. However, the name 
of later medieval fields to the west of the track leading to the common from this gate, 
Marrowfield, suggests an old established assart. Marrowfield derives from the Old English, maer 
raew, meaning 'boundary row' (Harvey 1939, 11). The latter is possibly a hedgerow. The 
'boundary' name suggests that these fields were created on or near the common boundary. Thus 
they are probably old assarts, possibly as old as the hatch names themselves (fig 3, A). However, 
the lands to the east of the track from Flood Gates, are on higher ground than much of 
Marrowfield, and still broken up by woodlands. This suggests they are later assarts. 

A tentative boundary for the Saxon common can therefore be put forward. From this it 
emerges that the earliest assarts are often cut into the common in long thin strips. The 
Marrowfield assart follows the valley of Hogden, with Hogden Lane in its bottom to Hogden 
Hatch. The 'Old House' cutting follows the west side of the track leading to Trespass Hatch (fig 
3). Connicut Lane seems to have had fields on its west side leading into Tanner's Hatch. The 
antiquity of Bagden is uncertain. 

It might even be suggested that Freehold Wood (fig 1), to the north-west of Bagden Farm, was 
once linked to South Wood. The free tenure of this woodland from an early date might suggest a 
very early enclosure as private woodland. The Roman coin hoard found at Bagden suggests a 
Roman settlement nearby. It is curious that a field called Hatch Croft stands next to Chapel 
Lane north-east of Freehold Wood. This is close to Phoenice Farm (figs 1,4), and on the edge of 
the area where the densest concentrations of fields surrounded by shaws begins. 

This last suggestion is interesting, but the evidence is tenuous. Did South Wood once extend 
this far north? Although one might consider the possibility, one has to accept that this would 
have been long before the earliest medieval records for Polesden in the late 12th century. By this 
time a system of roads had developed to the south linking the various valley settlements. One 
needs to look back long before the Norman Conquest, possibly into the Middle Saxon period. 
Earthwork lynchets in Freehold Wood suggest that part of the wood was once fields. Although 
the expansion of the wood can partly be dated to after 1614, these features demonstrate an ebb 
and flow of cultivation that may extend over a millennium. 

Medieval landscapes 
DOMESDAY EVIDENCE 

Both Little Bookham and Great Bookham have churches with origins at least in the 12th 
century. The subdivision of the Bookham estate into the 'Little' and 'Great' elements seems to 
have occurred before this time. The Domesday record of 1086 suggests that Great Bookham 
was already a well-established community, with its own church (Wood 1975, 8.l7). The manor 
was then under the undisputed lordship ofChertsey Abbey. 

Great Bookham answered for 26 hides in 1066, but by 1086 this had been reduced to 13 hides. 
One can not be sure why this reduction occurred, but it may represent a partial exemption from 
tax for the powerful abbot of Chertsey. Land is recorded for 19 ploughteams, but only one is 
held in demesne. This probably shows that even at this date, the abbey was very much an 
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absentee landlord that preferred to allow the bulk of its land here to be farmed by tenants. The 
18 ploughteams that remained were shared by 32 villagers and 4 smallholders. Other assets 
recorded are a church, 3 slaves, a mill worth lOs, 6 acresofmeadow, woodland at 80 pigs and 
foraging for 30 pigs (ibid, 8.17). At least some of the woodland and pasture recorded here can be 
equated with Ranmore Common. 

An impression is gained that Great Bookham was an old-established settlement run efficiently 
by a great monastery. There are 19 ploughs and 19 ploughlands. Higham (1990) has argued that 
a correlation between ploughlands and ploughs represents efficiently run manors under powerful 
landlords. Whether this tenuous evidence can be taken to suggest that centralization of 
settlement and resources at Great Bookham were already well advanced in 1086 is uncertain. 
The present evidence seems to suggest that things were at least moving in this direction from a 
relatively early date. 

Part of Ranmore Common was in the historic manor of Dorking. Although Dorking was a 
well-developed manor with its own church in 1086, there is little information in the Domesday 
Survey that can be related directly with the common, but there are hints. The manor included 
woodland to pasture 50 pigs, and foraging for a further 38 pigs (Wood 1975, 1.13). It is probable 
that Ranmore Common is included as part of this assessment. The Dorking part of the common 
still exceeded 156 acres at the time of the tithe award in the l840s (SHC). 

The medieval manor qf Great Bookham 

The medieval village 
By the time that records become more common in the 13th century, Great Bookham seems to 
have been an open field village for some time. Its local importance was probably reinforced by a 
grant in 1243 to hold a market every Tuesday, and an annual fair on the eve of Michelmas 
(CaIPR 1232-47, 380). 

The settlement gradually developed into a parish during the late Saxon and early medieval 
period. Leatherhead was probably the original Saxon minster for the area (Blair 1991, 101), 
although there is the possibility of a 'secondary' minster at Dorking (ibid, 113). In the two 
centuries either side ofthe Norman Conquest, parish churches begin to emerge in Surrey. Great 
Bookham had a church by 1086. The present church dates largely from the middle of the 12th 
century, but this is considered to be a rebuilding of an earlier church (Skinner 1995, 7). Chertsey 
Abbey appears to have undertaken a major church building/rebuilding programme on its 
manors in the mid-12th century. Like many of the parish churches of the Chertsey manors, the 
building was not situated next to the manor house, but in the centre of the village (Blair 1991, 
135). 

Settlement form 
The open fields of Great Bookham are situated mainly to the south, with some furlongs 
extending to the west and east, of the village. North of the village is a series of enclosures. The 
main street leads north out towards Cobham. The North Common lay beyond the enclosures 
and is still of a considerable extent. The road enters this common through a pronounced funnel 
entrance on the map of 1614 (SHC: 34/3). The way in which the enclosures encroach on the 
common either side of the road suggests that the entrance to the common has remained a 
permanent feature while assarting onto the common has occurred either side of the road. Funnel 
entrances are ubiquitous features on commons (Rackham 1976, 139). Beyond the common, 
further enclosures descended to the river Mole, where the manorial mill could be found. 

These enclosures were divided amongst about half a dozen dispersed holdings in 1614 (SHC: 
34/3). The main one of these was Slyfield House. This claimed the right to be a separate manor. 
By 1797-8, the area was dominated by six scattered farms. These were Upper and Lower 
Slyfield, North End, Great North End, Bryants, and Hantscomb Farms (SHC: 177 a/b). 



The m ain east—west Leatherhead—Guildford road through the village is thought to have been 
a colonising route for the early Saxons. In 1614, there were three m ain nucleations along this 
route. O n the east was the m anor of Eastwick. This had held its own courts in the first half of the 
17th century (Harvey 1950, 109). In 1614, this is shown as a smaller version of the m ain village, 
with about fifteen houses grouped around a cross-road on the m ain east-west routeway. The 
settlement is recorded in the early 14th century, when Jo h n  D abernoun is adm itted to a 
tenem ent at ‘Estwyk’ (Court rolls, 1, no 69). It probably came into being m uch earlier. By the 18th 
century, the settlement was m uch shrunken as a result of the creation of Eastwick Park north of 
the m ain road. This seems to have removed the more substantial northern part of the settlement, 
leaving only a reduced southern portion by 1797-8 (SHC: 177 a /b ).

West of the m ain village on the same road is the settlement of Preston. This spilt over into 
Little Bookham, the two settlements being largely m erged into one another here. As late as 1614 
lands within the boundaries of G reat Bookham in Preston were held of Little Bookham m anor 
(Harvey 1950, 107). This probably dates back to the division of the greater Bookham into its 
constituent parts, probably in the first half of the 11th century. Like the other two settlements of 
G reat Bookham, the houses tended to be situated around a cross-road on the Leatherhead-G u- 
ildford road. The location of the houses tended to be more nucleated south of the road, whilst 
those to the north were of a more scattered nature.

Medieval open fields

The open fields of G reat Bookham (fig 3) represent a typical Surrey type whereby the furlongs 
were divided within one large field. This field does not seem to have been later sub-divided into 
a two-, three- or four-field system typical of open field settlements in the English Midlands. It is 
thought that Surrey open fields did not develop beyond the first phase of open field creation in 
the late Saxon period. Elsewhere in England, there appears to have been a reorganization into 
multi-field systems after the N orm an Conquest (Blair 1991, 89).

The Great Bookham open fields may have reached their m aximum extent before they are 
recorded. The earliest records date from the 13th century, although they are more common in 
the early 14th century. By this time the fields seem to have been divided into a num ber of 
furlongs or collections of individual strips. These furlongs were given specific names, often based 
on topographical features. Some of the furlongs m entioned in the early 14th century can be 
traced on the maps of 1614 and 1797-8.

The open fields shown on the 1614 map are probably much as they were in the medieval 
period. Some of the names of the furlongs can be identified in medieval texts (SHC: 34/3). For 
example, the nam e ‘West D own5 occurs in an extract from the C ourt Book dated 1342-3. 
Robert atte Rok was regranted an acre of land that is surrounded by land owned by himself on 
all sides except where ‘one headland abuts the K ing’s highway from Dorking to Bookham’ (Court 
rolls, 2, no 1360). Another acre is m entioned in West Down in the same year that the abbot of 
Chertsey purchased from Robert atte Oke. This may even be the same acre, described 
differently, as the one above, as the abbot regranted it to Robert for life for certain services and 
18d rent. The road to Dorking is probably the road that crosses the open fields to become 
Chapel Lane, as both the 1614 and the 1797-8 maps show the strips of West Down butting up 
against this road.

There was another early road crossing the open fields from Bookham. This is described in a 
surrender by Adam Denem an and others in 1341-2 of ‘... three rods next to the curtilage of 
Alice Stonfyld on the north, the lane o fjo h n  de Stanes on the South, land of Thomas Doget on 
the West and the K ing’s highway leading from Bookham to Polesdene on the East’ (Court rolls, 2, 
no 1245). This road is probably the predecessor of Polesden Road, shown extending across to 
Polesden on the 1614 map (fig 3; SHC: 34/3). This appears to have been moved slightly by 
1797-8, probably for the convenience of one of the earlier 18th-century residents of Polesden 
estate.



T he tenants of the medieval m anor

T he Lay Subsidy of 1332 lists the tenants of G reat Bookham, and the taxable value of their 
holdings. This lists the villeins of the abbot of Ghertsey separately. Both Thom as and Jo h n  atte 
H acche and M atthew  de Bagdenne appear on the Chertsey list, whereas William Croft, then 
tenant of Polesden, appears in the list of the men o f Bookham. Quite what this distinction means 
is uncertain. As far as is known, the abbots of Chertsey were overlords of the entire manor.

T he names o f the villeins of the abbot and their taxable values have been published by the 
Surrey Record Society (Cartularies, 2.1, no 1243, p 342). This lists sixteen taxpayers paying a 
total o f 16s 7 jd . T he longer list of the tenants of Bookham is also published, and includes 21 
taxpayers paying 56s 4d {Surrey taxation returns, 2, 73).

It is notable that William Croft (6s 7d) was the highest taxed m an in the m anor. This may 
indicate that Polesden was the largest estate in the m anor. The next four in value were in the five 
shilling range; two of them  probably represent the tenants of Slyfield and Eastwick manors. O f 
the abbot’s villeins, Thom as and Joh n  atte Hacche are by far the most wealthy. Their high 
values are probably the result of their holding mainly farms comprising enclosed lands on the 
edge of South Wood, although both m en seem to have also held lands closer to the main village.

T here is very little information on G reat Bookham after the middle of the 14th century. The 
lay subsidy of 1336 shows a slight increase in taxable wealth to 57s 4d [Surrey taxation returns, 
2,121). T he villeins of the abbot then paid 17s 7 jd , again a slight increase. In 1395 the m anor 
was assessed for a half-fifteenth at 28s 8 jd  (equivalent to a full fifteenth o f 57s 5d). This is 
approxim ately the same as the tax of a fifteenth for 1336. In 1398 the half-fifteenth is recorded 
at the slightly lower figure of 28s 8d. In 1524 the taxation for the m anor was levied at 49s (PRO: 
E 179/184/143), a decrease on the late 14th century figures. By 1545, the tax is given as 57s 4d 
{ibid), a seeming recovery to the original value. Lay subsidies are not the most reliable sources 
for assessing the effect of the Black Death and the other disruptions of the later medieval period, 
but the relative lack of change in taxable wealth might be taken to suggest G reat Bookham was 
little affected. If  it was affected at all, this does not seem to have occurred until after the 14th 
century had ended. It might be that the m anor was considered a good place to earn a living, 
and, as men were struck down by plague or war, so others readily moved from elsewhere to fill 
their place. W hatever, the explanation, it may dem onstrate a healthy local economy.

T he final m ention of Bookham before the changes of the later 14th century really took effect, 
comes around the time of the Black D eath, or just after c 1350. This entry in the Chertsey 
cartulary is probably the manorial bailiff’s account. This lists the rents from the m anor as £1 6  
6s 3d. ‘Borselver and m ulture’ (a toll paid to the miller for grinding corn) brought in £1  5s 10jd; 
tallage (a tax levied at Michelmas on unfree tenants) and pannage (a paym ent for the right to 
pasture pigs in South Wood) £1  16s; pleas and perquisites of the [manor] court £ 2  10s; farm of 
villein lands £1 6  9s 8d; divers sale in the beadle’s accounts 5s 8]d; Thom as Wodeward, beadle 
for one quarter, one and a half bushels of large oats [as] rent at 3s 4d per quarter, came to 3s 
11 Jd; the same for 36 quarters of barley at 5s per quarter came to £9; 20 quarters of dredge at 
4s per quarter came to £4 ; twelve pigs for the household use at 3s 4d each came to £2 ; twelve 
geese at 6d each came to 6s; twelve hens at 3d each came to 3s; three sheep; five oxen for a larder 
came to £ 3  15s; 400 tiles for Epsom m anor with carriage brought in £1  4s and finally Thomas 
le W odeward for two fothers o f charcoal 5s 6d {Cartularies, 2.2, no 1324).

Despite the limited information such a random  sample of the steward’s accounts gives, there 
are useful points to be found in this document. The last two items are worth comment. Thomas 
le W odeward is recorded as supplying two fothers of charcoal. His nam e ‘le wodeward’ suggests 
this is not his surname as such bu t a description of him by his occupation. As well as beadle to 
the abbot, he may have acted as his woodward, or the warden of his woods. It is from this source 
tha t one learns that charcoal burning is carried out as part o f the m anagem ent of the abbot’s 
woods, probably in South Wood. T he charcoal may be related to the production of 400 tiles 
carried to Epsom. There was clay aplenty in Bookham, even overlying the chalk in South Wood,



and this could have been quarried from a variety of places within the m anor to produce clay to 
make tiles.

The names of the tenants listed in the 1332 lay subsidy give very little information about the 
trades that some of the tenants carried out in G reat Bookham m anor to supplement their 
farming income. However, the fact the abbot had taken the trouble to obtain the right to a 
m arket and a fair in the m anor suggests that there was probably profit to be had from local 
agricultural surpluses and crafts. The records tell little of these. There was clearly the miller, as 
is indicated from the ‘m ulture’ in the steward’s account (ibid), but few other trades are listed until 
the post-medieval period. In this later period lime-burning and tanning was carried on in the 
m anor (Giuseppi 1905, 278—9, 334). It is difficult to imagine that with the abundance of raw 
m aterials for these processes they were not carried out to some degree in the medieval period.

T he village smith is recorded in a revealing grant of 1344-5, in which he receives land in lieu 
of services. In return for the tenem ent called ‘le T ras’, Thom as le Smyth is required to make and 
repair the iron parts of two ploughs belonging to the lord, and to shoe six animals. For a 
tenem ent called ‘le Budel in le Lane’ he has to find all the iron to carry out repairs on all the 
abbot’s ploughs (Court rolls, 1, no 534).

The Polesden estate 

T he de Polesden family

Polesden is first m entioned as a separate place at the end of the 12th and the beginning of the 
13th century. In 1198 a H erbert de Polesdene is recorded as selling land ‘in Polesdene’ (Pedes 

jinium, 2).
T here are further mentions of num erous members of the Polesden family in the early 13th 

century. Walter de Polesden is recorded as buying and selling land in Fetcham and Polesden 
from the prior of M erton in 1202 (ibid, 5). Later in 1213-14 Walter was called to answer why he 
had not adhered to a fine between himself and the prior of M erton concerning his free holding 
at Polesden (Heales 1898, 69). In 1229 Gunnilda de Polesden is selling land in Polesden (Pedes 

Jinium, 16). In 1235 Cecilia de Polesden appealed Robert Belle of a breach of the peace and 
robbery in Effingham hundred at the County Eyre, but he did not appear to answer the charge 
(Surrey Eyre, 412). It was probably the same Robert Belle who was outlawed for larceny in Wotton 
hundred in the same year (ibid, 411). A Thom as de Polesden m arried Sarah de Woodham, 
widow of Reginald le Taylor soon after 1239. Thom as and Sarah sold land ‘in Gundeslee’ in 
1241, but Thomas died in 1244 (Blair 1971, 144).

In 1244 a R ichard de Polesden was granted the right to a ditch six feet wide between the wood 
called Bocwode in South Wood and his own land. This is granted for the length that is contained 
within the two ‘K ing’s ways’ which extend towards Dorking (Cartularies, 2.1, no 1000). R ichard 
de Polesden was still alive in 1268/71 as he was witnessing charters of the abbot of Chertsey at 
this time. O ther members of the Polesden family include William and Godwin de Polesden who 
witness charters in the late 13th century, and Joh n  de Polesden, whose name occurs between 
1273 and 1299, but who is dead by 1335 (Blair 1971, 144). A medieval gravestone found 
em bedded in one of the buttresses of the church tower of Great Bookham is thought to have 
belonged to this Joh n  (ibid, 139-43).

This family had other landed interests in the county outside G reat Bookham m anor and 
Effingham hundred. In 1235 Robert de la Ford and his wife brought a writ of w arranty of 
charter against Reynold de Polesden and Dam etta, his wife, concerning a virgate of land in Send 
m anor (Surrey Eyre, 318-19). In 1432, long after the family appears to have died out in Polesden 
itself, a William of Polesden granted certain rights in a meadow in Ghertsey to the abbey there 
(Court rolls, 1, 137).

The development of medieval Polesden

A round 1197-1206, a William Chaplain was granted an assart of 22 acres of land next to 
‘Suthwode at Pollesden’ (Cartularies, 2.1, no 998). The 22 acres of land are recorded as being



next to the grove (nemus) of Polesden, on the left part of the way that leads towards Dunleye. 
‘Suthwode’ is South Wood, the historic nam e for Ranm ore Common.

T he next series of records about Polesden come from the C ourt Rolls of the abbot of Chertsey 
between 1327 and 1348. One of the most notable families of this time is the H atch family. The 
de Polesdens seem to have died out by this time. A concord of 1335-6 between William de Croft 
and Nicholas de Bergh concerning the tenem ent of Polesden that used to be held by Joh n  de 
Polesden (Court rolls, 1, no 738) suggests the family no longer held their former lands in the 
locality.

In 1330-1 Jo h n  atte Hatche, son of Thom as is adm itted to a cottage at la Hulle formerly held 
by Nicholas le Whyte, and an acre of land in Bookham, on the condition that he shall not 
alienate these lands from his holding called Puttelonde (ibid, no 270). Later, in 1333-4, Joh n  is 
adm itted to a purpresture (an encroachment) in South Wood that his father had enclosed next 
to the garden of Polesden (ibid, no 527). The following year, Thom as atte Hatche is granted a 
triangular purpresture three perches long next to ‘la R edebourne’ in South Wood. This is 
located ‘by the ditch direct from the said corner of his own p a rt5 (ibid, no 632). The same year 
Thom as is adm itted to a piece of land and wood called ‘le C layputte5, which he had held of 
R ichard de Bagden. This document records that Thom as is Joh n  atte H atche’s father (ibid, no 
637). Both m en are recorded in the lay subsidy of 1332. Joh n  is taxed for property worth 3s Ojd, 
and Thom as 3s 5 jd  (Cartularies, 2.1, no 1243). Also listed here is a William atte Hacche, taxed at 
15d (Surrey taxation returns, 2, 73).

Jo h n  seems to have given up his cottage by 1342-3. In this year R ichard Brakespere is granted 
a cottage, curtilage and a croft at South Wood for life (Court rolls, 2, no 1361). However, a Joh n  
atte H atche still held a messuage in the village in 1345 (Cartularies, 2.1, no 970).

T he court roll abstracts deal with other lands that appear to have been within the Polesden 
valley. In 1333-4, Roger de Athelingham did fealty for twelve acres of land he had purchased 
called M arwefeld (Court rolls, 1, no 529). In the same year, it is recorded that Robert de Freke 
brought a house with curtilage and two-thirds of a field called Marwefeld (ibid, no 535). The 
following year Edith, widow of Roger de Athelingham, was adm itted to the tenem ent called 
M arwefeld that her late husband had bought (ibid, no 633).

Finally, in 1333-4John  de Baggedene is adm itted to the holding of Baggedene that has been 
surrendered by his father, Matthew, on condition that Joh n  provided M atthew and his wife with 
an annuity (ibid, no 533).

Late medieval Polesden

Little is known about Polesden after the 1340s. It is not until the late 15th century that it is 
recorded that it was held by Thomas Slyfield and his wife, Anne. In 1470 they conveyed the 
estate to Jo h n  Norbury. In 1491—2 N orbury enfeoffed trustees to hold it for Robert Castleton 
and his wife, Elizabeth. The latter was the daughter of Sir H enry Norbury (Ray 1911, 331; 
Benger 1955, 25). Both the Slyfield and Norbury families take their names from local places. 
Slyfield is another m anor in the north of G reat Bookham, whilst a Norbury estate lay on the 
banks of the river Mole opposite the village of Mickleham. The Castletons, however, came from 
Long Ditton, and may have been absentee landlords, at least initially. They would have held 
their lands of the abbot of Chertsey until the Dissolution. W hen Joh n  Castleton died in 1545 he 
held Polesden from the king. A survey was conducted in 1548 on behalf of the king to establish 
w hat lands he had obtained from the monasteries in Surrey. Shortly after this the m anor of 
G reat Bookham was granted to William, Lord Howard, Duke of Norfolk. The Castletons 
continued to hold Polesden under the Howards until they sold the estate to Anthony Rous in 
1630 (Ray 1911,331).



T he land units of late medieval Polesden

To understand the medieval records one needs to relate them  to slightly later documents. In 
particular, the surveys of G reat Bookham of 1548 (PRO: E 36/168) and 1614 (SHC: 34/3) offer 
information that help to locate the medieval properties m entioned above.

The 1548 survey records eight land divisions in the area of the Polesden estate south of 
Polesden Road. As this latter feature was roughly the southern limit of the open fields, the lands 
between it and Ranm ore Comm on can be seen as a distinctive area of enclosed fields. In 1548 
this area is m ade up of land units that can be related back to the medieval records.

T he first of these is probably the estate centred on the present Polesden Lacey house. It is 
likely that this is the free tenem ent with four virgates held by William Castilton. According to 
the survey this was held lately by Thom as Slyfeld, but at some time before by Joh n  Polesden 
(PRO: E 36/168, f  114). This is probably the same land holding over which William de Croft 
and Nicholas de Berge had reached agreem ent in 1335-6 (ibid).

William Castilton also held a croft and three virgates at Polesden and Eldonshatch that had 
once been held by William a Downe. The latter place-name is not known from other medieval 
sources, but there is a field called Old House Field next to Trespass Hatch, later the site of 
Prospect Lodge, on the 1614 survey m ap (fig 3, nos 4 and 5). This could be the site of 
Eldonshatch. Harvey (1939, 6) considers ‘E ldon5 to be a variation o f ‘O ld House5.

This is supported by three of the medieval documents cited above. Firstly the assart of 22 
acres granted to William Chaplain next to South Wood is next to the ‘grove of Polesden5 and on 
the left of the road to Dunleye (Cartularies, 2.1, no 998). Hill Copse on the left (east) side of the 
track through Trespass H atch (fig 3) towards Dunley fits this description, as does the roughly 22 
acres of fields south of the Copse in what is Hill Field and The Bettams in 1614. It should be 
m entioned here that another possibility for the ‘road to Dunley5 is Hogden Lane. The fields near 
Trespass H atch are an awkward shape cut into what appear to be fragments of Ranm ore 
Com m on's woodland that still extend across the bottom  of the Polesden valley today.

The second docum ent supporting this contention is the admission o f jo h n  atte H atch to the 
purpresture in South Wood next to ‘the garden of Polesden5 at la Hulle in 1333-4 (Court rolls, 1, 
no. 527). The position again suggests a similar vicinity to the grove noted above on the edge of 
the common.

Finally an admission of 1331-2 allows Jo h n  atte H atch to take possession of a cottage at la 
H ulle‘that shall not be alienate from a holding at Puttelonde5 (ibid, no 270). A grant of apparently 
the same cottage in 1342-3 to R ichard Brakespeare locates it ‘at South W ood5 (Court rolls, 2, 
no 1361). Harvey (1939, iv) again locates this cottage near Trespass H atch by considering ‘la 
H ulle5 to be Hill Field. Together, this evidence suggests that a property called Polesden existed 
somewhere close to Old House Field (fig 3). This property and its garden had been abandoned 
by 1614, probably before 1548.

This could suggest that the m ain house of medieval Polesden was at Trespass Hatch. However, 
there are a num ber of places described as ‘at Polesden5, not only in G reat Bookham, but also in 
Effingham and Mickleham (Harvey 1950), so the nam ing of this place as ‘Polesden5 may not be 
definitive. Besides, Joh n  atte H atch's property is called a ‘cottage5, not the ‘capital messuage5 
one would expect of the place called ‘Polesden5. It is possible that the cottage was just a smaller 
adjoining building. Joh n  atte H atch’s admission to this cottage is under the condition that it is 
not alienated from his holding at ‘Puttelonde5. Pit Field is the name of the large field north of 
‘O ld House Field5, and H atche’s m ain house may have been attached to the ‘Puttelonde5 
holding.

It is unlikely that this problem  will ever be fully resolved without some future archaeological 
discovery on the ‘Old H ouse5 site. At present, despite the name of ‘Polesden5, it would appear 
that the m ain house of the Polesden m anor had been transferred to the larger (later) Castleton 
estate by at least the 1330s, as William Croft’s assessment in the 1332 Lay Subsidy was 
significantly greater than that o f jo h n  atte Hatche. However, the possibility that the original
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manor of 'Polesden', as opposed to other farms 'within Polesden', was on the edge of South 
Wood needs to be considered. 

The 1548 survey also records three other single virgate farmsteads. These are all held by 
Thomas Wood 'in Polesden'. One copyhold tenement is named as 'Bagdens', and this can be 
associated with Bagden Farm and the 14th century holding of the de Baggedene family (Harvey 
1950, 106). Associated with this in the survey is another virgate holding called Hatchlands. This 
is probably the farm at Tanner's Hatch. The tenure ofthis farm was linked with Bagden Farm 
throughout the post-medieval period. It is hinted at in the 1334-5 admission of Thomas atte 
Hatche to Claypit Wood, which he had held of Richard de Baggeden. By the late 18th century, 
Claypit Wood had changed its name to Bagden Wood, the result of its long association with the 
lands of Bag den Farm (SHC: 177 a/b). 

Thomas Wood's third virgate holding was possibly Yew Tree Farm (fig 3, no 6). This is the 
only property apparently not recorded in the medieval period. This holding is always referred to 
in the post-medieval period as paying court in Little Bookham, yet is within Great Bookham. 
This oddity could explain the failure to find mention of it before the 16th century. 

There are three other smaller properties 'in Polesden' recorded in the 1548 survey. All are 
associated with the name 'Marrowfield'. William Castle ton held by free tenure a field with a 
garden adjacent called Marrowfield containing twelve acres. Previous tenants include Thomas 
atte Hatche (PRO: E 36/168, f l14b). This seems to be descended from the twelve acre holding, 
with a tenement, held by Roger de Athelingam in the 14th century. Another holding of ten acres 
and a toft in Marrowfield is held by Thomas Wood senior (ibid, f 113). The third, also a toft and 
ten acres, is held by Henry Snelling (ibid, f 115). It is probable that these two ten acre blocks once 
made up the two-thirds ofMarrowfield held by Robert de Freke in the 14th century. There were 
two tenements or houses attached to the Marrowfield holdings in the 14th century. One is now 
certainly lost, but the other was possibly Lonesome Cottage, which stands on the southern edge 
of Marrowfield (fig 3, no 3). By 1614, what was probably the western half of the greater 
Marrowfield was known as Snellings Fields (SHC: 34/3). 

If these associations are correct, it would seem that Polesden included a considerable portion 
of Great Bookham as a manor in its own right. Polesden, High Polesden or Bookham Polesden, 
as it was variously known, never held courts in its own right. It seems that its manorial status 
possibly derived from its association with an earlier estate that spread down the dry valley of 
Polesden from the Mole to Effingham. The settlement here was of a distinctive type. It was 
dispersed, rather than nucleated, and many of its scattered components still survive as isolated 
farms. Bagden, Tanner's Hatch, Yew Tree Farm and Lonesome Cottage represent four probable 
survivors; Old House Field locates another. This site may be linked with the holding associated 
with Pit Field. The latter may be a predecessor of the present Polesden Farm. The lost homestead 
at Marrowfield noted above may have been on Hogden Lane adjacent to greater Marrowfield. 

Medieval encroachment on Ranmore Common 

The medieval evidence suggests that Ranmore Common/South Wood was once much larger 
than it is today. Assarting into its northern edge was still continuing c 1200, when we learn of the 
encro,achment of 22 acres by William Chaplain (Cartularies, 2.1, no 998). This was a fairly 
substantial area, suggesting that large-scale assarting may have continued relatively late. Later 
references to assarting in the 14th century are 'purprestures' or smaller encroachments, 
suggesting that the main phase of colonization had passed. These later infringements were often 
little more than a rationalization of boundaries, or, as in the grant of 1243-4 to Richard de 
Polesden, the acquisition of strips ofland to dig ditches around established land (Cartularies, 2.1, 
no 1000). This might suggest that the need for new land was already slowing down in the years 
before the Black Death. Following the economic and social disruption of the later 14th and 15th 
century, encroachment on to the common may have stopped entirely. 

Looking at the earliest map of the Polesden area, the survey of Great Bookham of 1614, it is 
possible to discern a pattern in the encroachment into the common. Even then it was possible to 
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notice fingers of woodland extending northwards, and breaking up the unity of the farmland. 
The assart of22 acres ofWilliam Chaplain may have been a block ofland on the east of Prospect 
Drive, later Hill Field. This suggests that the block of woodland still extending across the valley 
bottom today (now Round Copse and Belcham'sCopse) once made up a north extension of 
South Wood. 

Whether the area known as High Field and Marrow Field were cut out early as a continuous 
strip with Old House Field and Pit Field cannot be said with certainty. However, there is some 
evidence to suggest that this area had already been encroached upon before places were given 
more permanent names. The name 'Old House Field' suggests an old-established farmstead. Its 
possible early association as a place called 'Polesden' helps support this hint. Furthermore 
Marrowfield, 'the field on the boundary row' suggests an old boundary of the common. It is also 
suggested that the 'hatch' entrances to the common are ancient features, dating to a time before 
records. 

If it is possible that South Wood once came up to the edge of the northern slope of Polesden 
valley east of Prospect Drive (fig 3), a number of other elements begin to fall into shape. The 
1243-4 grant of a ditch to Richard de Polesden 'within the two King's ways towards Dorking' 
seems to make little sense on the modern map. The ditch is clearly along the edge of South 
Wood, but Harvey (1950, 106) has suggested, largely on later map evidence, that the two roads 
to Dorking mentioned here are Connicut Lane and Chapel Lane. Although there is little doubt 
that these roads would be considered roads 'to Dorking' from the village of Great Bookham, the 
context of the 1243-4 document relates to Polesden, not the village. It seems clear from the 
wording of the document that South Wood once extended up to an early road to Dorking. It is 
possible that it once extended as far over as the junction of the arm of Connicut Lane that 
extends to Bagden Farm and Chapel Lane, but this author considers there is a better alternative. 

It is suggested that one of these roads led from the vicinity of Polesden to Dorking, and met 
with the fork of Connicut Lane leading to Bagden. Looking at the 1614 map, a possible route 
can be seen, running along the northern edge of the woodland in the valley thought once to be 
part of South Wood, and following a clearly marked old trackway under a lynchet on the north 
side of the Butts. This track emerges where Connicut Lane branches off to Bagden. Equally 
notable is that the track to Bagden continues this pronounced lynchet on its north side. Such 
features tend to build up on the downslope side oflong-established hedgerows. These are likely 
to be longest established adjoining old roads. If this is correct, then it is possible that the 
'Bocwood' of this charter survives in part as the remnant woodland around Round Copse and 
the woods to the south. 

Early charters also tell us something about the north edge of the common. William Chaplain's 
assart of c 1200 is next to the 'grove' of Polesden. The word used here, nemus, could equally be 
translated as underwood (Latham 1965, 312) or copse. The grant to Richard de Polesden of 
1243-4 refers to 'Bocwood', apparently either in or adjoining South Wood. A later admission of 
1334-5 establishes that Claypit Wood (later Bagden Wood) was outside the common lands by 
this time. 

These individual names seem to suggest that from an early date the northern edge of the 
common had been taken into ownership severally as private woodland. Hence when assarting 
begins in earnest, it is easy to see how these lands can be detached from the common more 
readily. They had, it seems, already been enclosed as private woodland for some time before 
their final separation. This seems to show that the boundary of Ranmore Common was still in a 
state of change in the 13th and early 14th century. It was probably only after 1349 that its 
boundary stabilized. 

Medieval management of the common: pasturage 
Little is directly known about the management of medieval Ranmore. The laws of King Edgar, 
dating from AD 962-3, makes it clear that each settlement was to have its own herdsmen, who 
were responsible for looking after all the stock of that place. In the 10th century, it was illegal for 
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a man to bring stock on to the common pasture without informing the men of his village. In 
their turn, the herdsmen were obliged to inform on any man breaking this rule. Should stock be 
found to be on the common for more than five days without being reported, each of the 
herdsmen was to be flogged. The law states that 'there is to be no remission of that, no matter 
what refuge they reach' (Whitelock 1955, 399-400). Such laws make it clear that the herdsman's 
job was taken very seriously, as was the strict management of stock on the common pasture. It 
should be further noted that throughout these laws, it is also stated that new stock should be first 
brought on to the common, not to private enclosures. This hints that the commons of England 
were once far more important than they were in later centuries, when they had been much 
reduced, and their strict management relaxed. Considering the extent of Ranmore Common 
that has survived to this day, it must have been a place of considerable extent and importance in 
the Saxon and early medieval periods. 

Little is recorded of the actual pasturing of animals on Ranmore. One might assume that 
pannage (the acorn crop) in the woodlands for pigs was important in the Saxon period, because 
the Domesday survey frequently uses this marker to assess the extent of woodland. At Bookham, 
the woodland at 80 pigs, and a further 30 pigs from grazing, is probably an indirect reference to 
the common (Wood 1975, 8.17). Pigs are remembered by the place-names 'Hogden' and 
'Pigden' on the western edge of the present common (fig 1). If we assume the whole common 
area was valued at the equivalent of pasture and pannage for 110 pigs, then there would appear 
to be more woodland on the common than pasture in 1086, at a ratio of something like 8:3. Such 
figures are clearly not reliable, but the overall medieval name of the common, South Wood, 
suggests that woodland land uses may have exceeded all others. 

This may have changed with time. The only other medieval reference to pasturing animals 
on the common occurs in 1331, when it is recorded that the abbot of Chertsey repaired his 
'sheepcote' (sheep shelter) in South Wood (Cartularies, 1.3, no 563). If trends elsewhere in 
England are followed at Great Bookham, it is probable that pig-keeping declined in the later 
medieval period, with sheep becoming the dominant stock animal in many places. Unfortunately, 
there are few records of early stock-keeping in the manor of Great Bookham to make this more 
than conjecture. 

By the post-medieval period, there seems to have been a reasonable acreage of sheep pasture 
on the Polesden Estate (Bonsor Papers), but this does not seem to exceed the acreage devoted to 
cattle. Judging from the heriots required to obtain copyhold leases in the manor, cattle were 
more popular in this respect than sheep. An extract for the demesne steward's accounts c 1350 
records three sheep and five oxen 'for the larder' (Cartularies, 2.2, no 1324). This is hardly a 
definitive statement of the stock held, but it does demonstrate that cattle pasture seems to have 
continued to play an important role in farming within the manor throughout the ages. 

Medieval management of the common: other land uses 
As well as pasturing animals, the common served a number of other land uses. Commons 
supplied timber and coppice wood, furze and bracken for animal bedding, and various materials 
from quarrying. The supply of wood products was of considerable importance. In 1243-4, when 
the abbot of Chertsey granted Richard de Polesden the right to construct a ditch between his 
land and South Wood, it was not made without some advantage being gained. In return for the 
abbot's concession, Richard had to give up his right to collect wood from a part of the common 
called 'Bocwode'. These rights included the right to wood for 'closing his hedges' (keybote) and 
kusbote (Cartularies, 2.1, no 1000). Husbote or kousebote was perhaps the most valuable right related 
to woodland, as this allowed the tenant to take large timber to make or repair houses (Richardson 
1974,25). 

The remains of small-scale quarrying exist in a number of places on Ranmore today. Much of 
this was probably carried out in the late post-medieval period, after restrictions were relaxed. 
However, medieval tenants would have taken various materials from the common by quarrying. 



Clay, chalk, flint and ‘m arl5 would all have served purposes for farming communities, and could 
have been collected on the common.

Polesden Lacey 1540-1630

Most of the lands that make up the present Polesden estate had been leased anew just before the 
closure of Chertsey Abbey in 1538. M any of the tenants seem to have got their new leases with 
only days to spare, as can be seen in the 1548 royal survey of the Chertsey lands.

THE CASTLETON FAMILY AN D THE 16 14  SURVEY

Shortly after the 1548 survey, the king sold G reat Bookham m anor to William, Lord Howard by 
patent of 19 M arch 1550 (CalPR). In 1562 William Castleton is m entioned in the G reat Bookham 
C ourt Book as being due to pay relief for ‘certain lands in Polesden Lacy5 (Benger 1955, 25). 
This is the first time that the suffix ‘Lacy/Lacey’ is added to the name.

The Castleton family still held the Polesden estate when the 1614 survey m ap was made. By 
this time their separate estates of 1548 had coalesced into an estate now referred to as simply 
‘Polesden’. This was given in 1614 as a freehold estate of 391 acres, paying, a rent of 32s per 
annum  (Benger 1955, 25). The survey divides the land uses on this estate roughly equally 
between pasture and arable. The 1614 open fields of the village seem to extend almost to the 
edge of Connicut Wood, overlying part of later parkland to the south of Polesden Road. M uch 
of the old landscape can still be traced, but there are a num ber of changes of note.

T he first of these is the road from Bookham to Polesden House. This comes in from almost 
due north, leaving the fields known as Ten Acres and Haste Grove on the east. The present drive 
follows the line of a strip of woodland on the east side of Ten Acres, indicating that the alignment 
of the road has been changed. This seems to have occurred by the time o fjo hn  R ocque’s map of 
1768 (fig 4; Ravenhill 1974). The realignm ent led to the creation of an avenue out of the former 
woodland strip. The uneven alignment of some of the avenue trees that resulted was still visible 
on early modern maps.

W here the road first entered the enclosed land of Polesden is the name ‘Polesden Beeches’. 
No house is shown here in 1614, but by the time of Senex’s m ap of 1729, this place is marked as 
‘Polesden A rbour’ (Ravenhill 1974). Rocque’s m ap (fig 4) shows a house site by this name. These 
are the earliest records for this property. Although it stands close to the site of the later N orth 
Lodge, it first occurs at a time before lodge houses became common. By 1818 it had become a 
lodge site, and the original ‘settlem ent’ seems to have been removed.

The 1614 m ap shows the prevalence of woodland strips or shaws around the enclosed fields of 
Polesden. These probably derive from the days when the fields were first cut out of woodland. 
Some of the strips still survive, but m any of them  were removed over the last 150 years or so. In 
some cases they were encouraged to grow inwards, covering the fields they once surrounded 
with woodland again. However, most of this did not occur until after the m ap of 1797-8 (SHC: 
177 a/b ). Apart from the alterations to the designed landscape around the house, very little 
seems to have altered between 1614 and 1798 on the farmlands of the m ain estate.

Little is known about the internal m anagem ent of the Polesden estate before 1818. Although 
the estate passed through a num ber of owners, there are few relevant records until it was bought 
by Joseph Bonsor in 1818. O ur knowledge of the estate derives from the occasional snippets of 
information that survive for this period.

The Polesden es tate , 1630-1818

THE ROUS FAMILY 163O - I 723

William Castleton conveyed the Polesden estate to Anthony Rous and his wife Anne in 1630 
(Ray 1911, 331). It was probably the building of a more substantial house at Polesden by 
Anthony Rous c 1631 that started the move towards a more elaborate, designed landscape



Fig 4 Polesden Lacey: detail of Rocque’s map of Surrey, 1768

around the house. Before this date, Polesden House seems to have been little more than a large 
farmhouse. An impression of the 1631 house can be gained from a drawing of it in the M inet 
Library, Lam beth. It appears to face east, but may not have been finished in A nthony’s lifetime 
as he appears to have died early in 1632 (Benger 1955, 26). He was succeeded by a son, Samuel, 
bu t it appears that his widow continued to live at Polesden for m any years thereafter. The 
H earth  Tax of 1674 records Anne Howse (sic) living in a house of twelve hearths (PRO: E179/ 
188/481).

In 1680 Samuel Rowse JP  held Polesden. In 1685 he conveyed it to his daughter Elizabeth as 
settlement on her marriage to a Thom as Harris. Elizabeth survived Harris to m arry Edward 
Symes. By 1723 Elizabeth was widowed again. In that year, together with a son of her first 
m arriage, another Thomas Harris, she sold the estate to A rthur M oore the economist (SHC: 
35 /1 /1 ).



THE MOORE FAM ILY, I 723-47

Although M oore owned the estate, he is often depicted as an absentee owner. It is said that he 
ruined himself by his extravagant expenditure, particularly on another of his nearby estates, 
Fetcham Park (Benger 1955, 26). In 1729 he was forced to sell Polesden to his brother Colonel 
Thom as M oore (SHC: 35 /1 /4 ). W hen the colonel died in 1735, he left the estate to A rthur 
M oore’s son, William Moore. Between 1735 and his death in 1746, M oore employed the 
architect, Jam es Stedman, to carry out alterations to the house. According to papers in the 
Bodleian Library this included a west wing on the south side with a polygonal room  beyond it. 
Little else is known directly of the family’s involvement, and in 1747 the estate was sold to pay 
off debts. The new owner was Sir Francis Geary, later an adm iral in the Royal Navy (SHC: 35 / 
1/18-21).

POLESDEN AS DEPIC TED BY JO HN ROCQUE IN I 768

Jo h n  Rocque’s m ap of 1768 (fig 4) is the first to show any detail of the Polesden area since 1614. 
Jo h n  Senex’s m ap of 1729 (Ravenhill 1974) shows little other than Polesden Arbour near the 
later N orth Lodge, Polesden House itself, and the road from Bookham that continues beyond 
Polesden Arbour as Hogden Lane. In the other direction the road continues to Fetcham, with a 
turn-off to Bookham. The direct route to Fetcham is not shown in 1614. Senex’s m ap is not very 
clear, but it seems to show the road on a different alignment from that of 1614. Local tradition 
ascribes the creation of the road shown by Senex to Admiral Geary, calling it Adm iral’s Road, 
but as it seems to be shown in 1729 this does not now seem likely.

This alignment is also shown by Rocque. As well as this, Rocque shows that the approach 
road to the house has been diverted. In 1614, it seems to have run on the west side of a field 
called Ten Acres, but by 1768 it was clearly running along the east side of this field. It would 
seem that the former woodland strip on the east side of Ten Acres was used to create an 
approach avenue. The above suggestion, that the road seems to have been altered already north 
of the later N orth Lodge site in 1729, might indicate a pre-1729 alteration for the approach to 
the house.

Tradition ascribes the creation of the road from Polesden to Fetcham to Sir Francis Geary, 
who wished to get on to the main Leatherhead road more quickly. This alteration does not seem 
worth the extra trouble, considering that taking the road through Bookham was little shorter 
than cutting across to Fetcham. However, an earlier owner of Polesden, A rthur M oore, had 
more to gain from a direct route from Polesden to Fetcham. Although he was owner of Polesden 
only from 1723 to 1729, this gave him time to link his m ain residence at Fetcham Park with 
Polesden before Senex’s map was published.

T he M oore family may have done more at Polesden than has previously been credited. For 
instance, it is not possible to determine exactly who was responsible for the creation of the formal 
gardens to the north of the house on Rocque’s m ap of 1768 (Ravenhill 1974). Sir Francis Geary 
may have created them. However, his ownership, starting as it did in 1747, might be thought 
too late for him to have created formal designs from new. It is more probable th a t these gardens 
were begun earlier.

There has been little attem pt to look closely at Rocque’s m ap for Polesden, but it shows some 
interesting detail around the house. Firstly, the house itself is shown as a T -shaped building, with 
the upper arm  considerably longer than the lower. The long axis is aligned east-west, and one 
must assume that the main rooms looked out to the south. There are two enclosures shown on 
the south side; both appear to be gardens. W hat is most interesting is immediately to the east of 
these. Here, a staggered L-shaped feature is shown that follows almost exactly the shape of the 
terrace walk as shown on the map of 1797-98. The only difference is that by the latter date, the 
form of the shrubbery-like feature north of the terrace had been made less formal, and its sharp 
edges smoothed out. To the north of the house, in the area between the present Lime Walk and 
the car park, there seems to be a formal garden, divided into quarters to form a George Cross.



This layout shows Polesden with a pattern of formal gardens in 1768 that had been largely 
swept away by 1797-8. These latter alterations are clearly the work of Geary, but can it be 
assumed that the formal layout was also his work? It is difficult to believe that he would have set 
Polesden out anew twice in his lifetime. M uch more likely is the idea that much of the formal 
layout had been the work of earlier owners. Geary may have modified this layout in his early 
years, but Polesden must have had some designed landscape before 1747. Now that we have 
evidence to suggest that A rthur M oore may have created a direct road from the house to 
Fetcham Park, it is possible to suggest that the landscape around the house was more highly 
developed before 1747 than previously thought.

R ocque’s m ap also shows a num ber of other features that can be confirmed as reasonably 
accurate from the maps of 1614 and 1797-8. Connicut Wood, Lonesome Cottage, T anner’s 
H atch, and the assart fields belonging to Bagden Farm on what is now part of Ranm ore 
Com m on are all shown.

It also shows some points that cannot be deciphered clearly on other maps. It shows that the 
access to Yew Tree Farm was from Hogden Lane. There appears to be no access direct from 
Polesden. To the north of the junction of H ogden Lane and the branch to Yew Tree Farm, a 
road leads off to the NE, but swings back round to rejoin Hogden Lane at its junction with Chalk 
Pit Lane. By 1870, the O rdnance Survey shows this route as no more than a footpath. Now it is 
all but vanished, apart from a fragment at its southern point of exit to Hogden Lane. Here is the 
start of a deeply scoured hollow way that ends apparently nowhere 100m further on. There is a 
sinuous road or track from T anner’s H atch to Trespass Hatch. T anner’s H atch is depicted as 
surrounded by what appears to be an orchard. This seems to have shrunk by the time of the tithe 
m ap, and survives only on the east side of the house.

SIR F R A N C IS G EA R Y , 1747-96

As with previous owners, little is directly known about Sir Francis Geary’s ownership of Polesden. 
M uch of that which has been passed down to the present time has come from cartographic 
sources or local traditions. It has already been shown that the tradition for Adm iral’s Road, from 
Polesden to Fetcham, being his creation can be questioned. In many cases, all that can be said is 
that certain features of the landscape existed by Geary’s time. Lindley’s map of 1793 (Ravenhill 
1974) shows only one feature clearly, and that is an avenue stretching along the northern 
approach to the house from Polesden Arbour. It also shows an L-shaped house but it is unlikely, 
considering the lack of other accurate detail, that this can be taken to show that Geary had 
altered the house since 1768.

PO LESDEN A C C O R D IN G  TO THE I 797—8 SURVEY

T he parish m ap of 1797-8 (SHC: 177 a /b ) shows the estate as it probably was at the end of Sir 
Francis G eary’s ownership. The house is also shown as L-shaped here. The grounds seem to 
have been informalized, and for the first time what appears to be a garden is shown west of the 
old road. It is probable that Geary had undertaken considerable improvements to the grounds 
in keeping with the fashion of the times since 1768. For the first time, a clear line for the terrace 
edge is shown. This appears to have been extended westwards since the feature shown there in 
1768. According to tradition, a date can be found on the walling of the terrace ascribing the year 
1761 to its creation. This may be true as far as the wall itself is concerned, but it seems that 
Geary enlarged the original feature during his ownership.

A part from this, there appears to have been little change to the overall landscape. The open 
fields of G reat Bookham still occupy the area to the north of Polesden Arbour. It is not certain if 
the latter still existed, as it is not m arked on the 1797-8 map. There are two small enclosures on 
R anm ore Com m on, near T anner’s Hatch, that were not shown previously (nos 18 and 76). A 
larger field, called Gorlie Field, shown south of the H atch in 1614 was woodland in 1797—98.
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The survey of 1797-8 records 3222 acres in Great Bookham, but this omits about 54 acres of 
roads and tracks. The land uses recorded include 785 acres of common (24%), 690 acres of 
arable in 463 separate plots (22%), and 1,747 acres of enclosures (54%). The proportion 
of arable had dropped since 1614 from 25% to 22%, the common land had also decreased from 
30% to 24%, but the enclosed land had increased from 45% to 54%. Although the landscape 
was little changed around Po1esden, which was the largest single estate in 1614, the land 
ownership had altered dramatically, particularly in the north of the parish. Large estates at 
Bookham Grove and Eastwick had been created, and the ten largest landowners held 2148 of 
the 2437 acres that were not common. According to a tithe survey conducted in 1819 before 
enclosure of the open fields, many of the copyhold tenants of the manor were already sub-letting 
their strips there. This enabled a small number of farmers to concentrate their holdings together 
and to farm the land as if it had already been enclosed (Harvey 1969, 79-80). 

The Gearys expanded the Polesden estate during their ownership, concentrating some of their 
plots in the open fields close to their northern boundary. By 1798 they had obtained a number 
of smaller properties and plots of land in the neighbourhood, including Monks Field in Little 
Bookham (SHC: 3511 011), still part of the estate today. More significantly, they must have 
purchased the reputed manors of West Humble and Polesden Lacey in Mickleham as in 1797, 
Sir Francis' son, Sir William Geary leased these properties to Charles Grey of London (SHC: 
35/1/3Ia-b). This latter estate is the real Polesden Lacey. The present estate has only obtained 
the suffix 'Lacey' in later times. Although there are records of lands referred to as part of 
Polesden Lacey in Great Bookham in 1562 (Benger 1955, 25), it was not until after the Geary 
purchase of the Mickleham Polesden Lacey that the name was transferred more permanently. 

James Edwards (1801, 41) described Polesden House and its setting as it was shortly before 
1796: 

About a mile and a half south of Great Bookham is Polesden, the seat of Sir Francis Geary 
Bart situated in an eminence with a lawn on the acclivity of the hill, from whence you have 
a diversified prospect to the south of a deep vale which terminates at a small distance by the 
rising hills covered by venerable beech woods, and the fertile vale consisting of a beautiful 
assemblage of trees, fields, and cottages, composes an agreeable scene. A narrow prospect 
through the vale to the east is very extensive. 

THE SHERIDANS, C r797-r8r8 
James Edwards (1801, 64) returned again after the estate had been let to Richard Brinsley 
Sheridan, the playwright. He described it from Ranmore Common Road: 'A white house ... 
called Polesden, lies about one mile north from hence. It appears over a wood situated on an 
eminence ... '. He goes on to give other descriptions of the area now included in the Polesden and 
Ranmore estates. He describes the approach to Great Bookham from Dorkingvia Bagden Farm, 
and on across the open fields (Harvey 1962, 189). 

He refers to Bagden as 'a small farm situated in a deep vale', and tells of a hoard of Roman 
coins found by 'Mr. Wood' in a ploughed field a short distance west of the house (Edwards 1801, 
41). Later on he visited Ranmore, and commented on the fine views to the north from Ranmore 
Common Road (ibid, 64). 

Edwards' descriptions inform us that Ranmore Common was apparently heavily wooded at 
this time. A mistaken tradition has come down to the present that it was once mainly heath. 

Richard Sheridan's occupancy of Polesden appears to have been an enigmatic period. 
Tradition ascribes the lengthening of the terrace to his time. A map of the estate of 1818 by A 
and E Driver, kept in the present house, does appear to show a lengthened terrace from that 
shown in 1797-8, so there is possibly some credence to this idea. 

The Gearys seem to have sold the estate at the end of August 1797 (SHC: 35/1/32). Sheridan 
was in occupation by the time of the 1797-8 map (SHC: 177a-b), but he does not appear to have 
purchased the estate outright until 1804 (SHC: G85/21l (1), no 49). The difference between the 
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description in the Sale Catalogue of 1804 and that of 1818 (SHC: G85/2/1 (1), no 124b) is 
distinct. 

In 1804 there was the main house and a number of outbuildings: three stables for sixteen 
horses, two coach houses, a granary, a five-bay barn, a dog-kennel, poultry house, a dairy, a 
wash-house and laundry, an open stable for seven horses, a large cart shed, a tool shed, a lamb 
house, a large kitchen garden walled on two sides, another large kitchen garden, a melon 
ground, a small green house, a well, and a farm yard. The pleasure grounds contained 'Sheltered 
and shady Walks, and a noble Terrace about Nine Hundred Feet in Length'. The estate 
comprised over 354 acres of arable, pasture and meadows. The sale also included rents payable 
to the 'manor' of West Humble and Polesden Lacey in Mickleham. 

In 1818 the estate is advertised as being 318 acres freehold, but the description was much 
reduced. It recorded that the mansion had recently been pulled down, but its site was eligible for 
the construction of another, as it had extensive and diverse views. 

Sheridan had obviously agreed with the description of the situation. He wrote to his second 
wife, 'I have every hour some new reason to be pleased with our purchase ... we shall have the 
nicest place, within a prudent distance of town, in England.' (National Trust 1994, 28). He 
appears to have taken a great interest in the estate and its tenants. In he took the part of 
the poorer farmers of the parish, and opposed enclosure of the open fields, to 'see real justice 
done to the cottages and poorest claimants' (ibid, 29). His concern for the poor reflects an 
idealistic way of perceiving country life. Such views seldom make for good management, and 
Sheridan's apparent inability to maintain a consistent plan for the estate led to it becoming run 
down by the end of his life. It is said that he so pulled the house about in his attempts to 'improve' 
it that he left it a ruin that had to be demolished after his death in 1816. 

The Sheridans continued to have an interest in the area, after 1818. Richard Sheridan's son, 
Charles, retained some of his father's lands, including Yew Tree Farm (SHC: 35/ 14/ 19). 
Caroline Sheridan continued to hold this farm until June 1848, when it finally passed toJoseph 
Bonsor 11 (SHC: 

Poles den under the Bonsor falDily, 1818-53 (fig 5) 

REBUILDING THE ESTATE, 

Although the Bbnsors only held Polesden for 35 years, they are the only owners before Margaret 
Greville who left details of their activities on the estate. There are three relevant account books 
for the period during which the Bonsors held Polesden. These are held at Liscombe Park, 
Buckinghamshire, by Sir Nicholas Bonsor. They do not give the great detail found in some 
estate account books. Nevertheless, they are sufficient to demonstrate the extent of reorganization 
that took place on the estate during this period. 

Joseph Bonsor I seems to have set about rebuilding the estate soon after his purchase was 
finalized in August 1818 (SHC: His accounts suggest that work may have been 
underway before the purchase was completed. Under the heading May 1818, it is recorded that 
the timber on the estate had been valued, and the 'farm house', farm buildings and certain 
garden features were all repaired (BP: PEB, p 177). 

In 1819 a number of items in the accounts show how the work was progressing. A Mr 
Ettershank, nurseryman, was paid £ 134 3s, although the plants bought are not specified (ibid) ff 

On another page, it is stated that Ettershank was paid for supplying plants and labour for 
planting the garden and orchard (ibid, f 177). 

Work on the estate included the purchase of stock. Considerable sums were spent, mainly on 
sheep and cattle. Building work seemed to be restricted to farms and estate cottages. On 14 
September 1819 a Mr Pitcher was paid £429 for building two cottages at the Avenue Gate. 
Carpenters, bricklayers and sawyers were paid £7 12s. Cart sheds are mentioned, together with 
1200 slates, '24 by 12', 'filtering stone', and over £23 worth of iron fence (ibid, 

In 1820 the interest in establishing an efficient farming system on the estate seems to have 
continued. Purchase is recorded for the first time for trees; £17 was paid to Mr Young of Epsom 





in February. Earlier entries record the selling of timber, presumably part of the £2949 1 Os worth 
valued by M r Driver and M r Popper as being on the estate at the time of purchase {ibid, ff 
177-81).

By 1821 Bonsor seems to have felt that sufficient had been done to improve the estate for him 
to concentrate on the building of the new mansion. It is recorded that ‘on the 31 Ju ly  1821 the 
first stone of the house was laid and which was finished in August 1823, built by M r Cubitt for 
the sum of £7600 (BP: Brown book). This entry records £750 paid for the building of stables 
and a coach house. A clock for this building cost £120. The Bonsors had apparently been living 
in the farmhouse, as furniture worth £500 was removed from it. An account for the year 1821 
also records building work on the farm, a cottage, the lodges and garden walls and the erection 
o f estate fences (BP: Black account book, p 75).

In 1821 Bonsor showed his intention to acquire a block of lands in the southern half of the 
open fields before the enclosure the following year. In  November he bought 16J acres of land in 
the open fields from a M r George Sum ner of Hatchlands. This was then exchanged for some 
lands nearer to Polesden.

T he enclosure m ap of Great Bookham common fields for 1822 (SHC: Q S 6 /4/31) shows that 
Bonsor’s claim from this process was limited to a block of about 50 acres around the N orth 
Lodge. M ost of the land in this part of the present estate was held by George Sumner, although 
other landowners and tenants held other considerable blocks after 1822. Bonsor continued to 
buy up land here over the next few years, thus expanding the estate northwards. In 1823 he 
bought a further 75 acres from Sum ner (BP: PEB, f  13). In 1824 (the purchase was actually in 
1822 —  SHC: 3 5 /2 /3 8 a -b ) he records having bought a further 18 acres from Sumner, and 
exchanged it for 30 acres near the Avenue Gate. He went on to record that his reason for this 
was that at the time of the enclosure there was ‘no R oad being set out leading to Polesden’. The 
result of this purchase enabled him to make a private road to Polesden from the north for the 
first time (BP: PEB, f  14).

Expenditure for 1822 included substantial sums for 650 iron hurdles. M ore money was spent 
on these items in 1823 and 1824. In 1824 £17 8s was spent on an ‘iron pheasantry’. After this 
year, Bonsor seems to have become bored with keeping accounts, and they become less detailed. 
This was doubtless because the sums spent were relatively unim portant to him, com pared with 
the heavy expenditure needed in the years 1818—24. The last substantial building jobs recorded 
in these accounts appear to have been the construction of wagon sheds ‘chiefly from my own 
tim ber’ in 1824, and Dutch barns in 1825 {ibid, f  15).

E XPANDING THE E STATE , 1822-48

Joseph Bonsor died in 1835 and the estate passed to his son, Joseph II, who continued to add it. 
By the time of the tithe m ap of 1842 the property extended north to the m ain Guildford 
L eatherhead road covering most of the southern portion of the former open fields. T he account 
books only seem to cover the purchase and exchange of about 120 acres. To this Joseph Bonsor 
I seems to have added 45 acres held formerly of a messuage called M arnors in 1833 (SHC: 35 / 
12 /10-12), plus Preston Deane and other form er areas of the common fields (SHC: 3 5 /1 0 / 
17-21). T he total land held in the old open fields had expanded to over 272 acres by 1842 (SHC: 
A 9/M 17).

It is no t known exactly when Goldstone Farm came into being, but the purchase of most of its 
lands can be traced. Joseph Bonsor II continued his father’s policy of buying up the former 
com m on fields south of the Guildford road.

An account for the farm dated 1845 included the building of a new road and fencing. This 
m ight suggest tha t Goldstone Farm was fairly new at this time. The tithe m ap lists the site of the 
farm  as ‘Little Dollys Close and Mill’. This suggests that a building stood there in 1842, probably 
a horse mill or similar agricultural building. The account dated 1845 suggests the farm had been 
largely set up by then. A date stone on the farmhouse is inscribed 1846 (Higgins 1988).



In 1845 the farm comprised 235 acres, of which 55 acres were wheat, 55 acres barley, 55 acres 
turnips and 10 acres ‘sainforn’. The rest were probably pasture as grass seed was recorded. The 
rent and tithe charge was £270 per annum , and payments were issued as follows: two carters at 
12s each, two boys at 8s, one m an for cattle 12s, one shepherd 12s, another boy 4s, and two 
labourers costing 10s. Threshing wheat and barley, artificial m anure for the turnips, and gypsum 
for clover are also m entioned (BP: Brown book, loose sheet).

Joseph Bonsor II was probably as great an ‘im prover5 as his father. The 1845 account shows 
the use of m odern farming techniques. Joseph II also continued the expansion of the estate to 
the south. It was largely his purchases that expanded the medieval estate into that which survives 
today. Following his purchase of the remaining land needed to create Goldstone Farm, he turned 
his attention south. He had already taken over the cottage at T anner’s H atch in 1838-9 (SHC: 
3 5 /8 /1 -5 ) , but its former estate had centuries before passed into the hands of the farm er of 
Bagden.

The exact date that Bagden was bought by Bonsor is not known. The farm was still the 
property of the trustees of H enry Piper Sterling of N orbury Park in 1847. The following year 
Joseph Denison and Bonsor exchanged lands to give the latter control of the isolated plots 
around Freehold Wood that had been hitherto outside the Polesden estate (SHC: 35 /7 /18 -2 2 ). 
It therefore seems that Bagden was purchased in 1848.

Bonsor had shown interest in Yew Tree Farm after he had completed the purchases that led to 
the creation of Goldstone Farm. A contract to sell was drawn up on 23 O ctober 1844 but 
Caroline Sheridan did not surrender the farm until June 1848, although individual fields had 
been sold earlier (SHC: 3 5 /1 4 /2 3 —31). At the time of the tithe m ap Edward Wood had held the 
farm from Charles Sheridan. Caroline Sheridan served notice for his relation, Henry Wood, to 
quit on 29 September 1847, so ending that family’s connection with the farm that dates back to 
the 16th century, and probably earlier. The Woods had also held Bagden since at least 1548 but 
Joh n  Wood had been forced to relinquish his rights in the property in 1827 (SHC: 35 /7 /13). 
William Wood had surrendered T anner’s H atch to Bonsor in 1838-39.

Joseph Bonsor II was as acquisitive as his father, but having built up one of the largest estates 
in the district, five years later in 1853 he sold it to Sir Walter Farquhar (SHC: 35 /17 /1 ). Joseph 
I had purchased 318 acres at Polesden in 1818; his son handed over 916 acres, 1 rod and 18 
perches, nearly tripling the size of the estate.

THE BONSOR ACHIEVEMENT

Before the present project began, the Bonsors had been credited with far more in the way of 
aesthetically altering Polesden than they had deserved (National Trust 1992). It is true they 
rebuilt the house and the kitchen gardens and built lodges and farms. However, Joseph Bonsor 
I ’s claim to have planted 20,000 trees has prom pted commentators erroneously to assume that 
they were responsible for the great approach avenue that stretches from the village of G reat 
Bookham to the house. It can now be shown that the section south of the N orth Lodge pre-dates 
1818, and that part north-east of the lodge was planted after 1853 (Currie 1995).

The Bonsors do not seem to have been great landscape designers; their accounts show them 
to have been more interested in m odern agricultural methods. T heir purpose in obtaining land 
was to acquire wealth through its efficient organization. The trees they planted may have created 
an aesthetic effect, but they were not planted solely for ornam ental purposes. The Bonsors grew 
trees to make profit. They do not seem to have planted any ornam ental avenues or clumps. 
Instead they planted up the old plantations anew, renewed the woodland shaws around the 
estate, possibly planted extensively on Ranm ore Common, and filled in areas between shaws to 
create new plantations such as Preserve Copse. It may be a coincidence that they sold Polesden 
as the bottom  began to fall out of the timber market. After 1850 the need for timber ships 
declined drastically, and foreign timber became increasingly cheap to im port (Evans 1967, 31).



Polesden under the Farquhars  and Sir Clinton Dawkins , 1853-1906

SIR W A LTER  FA R Q U H A R , 1853-96

Little is known about Sir Walter Farquhar, other than that he appears to have been a tem perance 
reform er (Benger 1955, 28). He kept up a correspondence with W  E Gladstone, the former 
prim e minister (BL: Add MS 44155). He appears to have made a distinctive m ark on the 
Polesden landscape. The great avenue from the village to the N orth Lodge appears to be his 
work, as are the present N orth Lodge, the diversion of the old road through Yew Tree Lane 
cutting, and the clump of trees called the Nursery on the eastern vista. He seems to have been 
very active on his estate but left virtually no personal record of this. The evidence of all his 
alterations has been obtained from maps of the area printed during his occupancy.

T he deed of purchase for the estate of 1853 contains a detailed coloured m ap of the estate 
(SHC: 35 /1 7 /1 ; fig 5). This shows the property as it was at the end of the Bonsors5 involvement. 
It shows no avenue extending past the N orth Lodge, but a new approach from the east. This 
latter alteration must have been made possible with the purchase of Bagden Farm and other 
lands around Freehold Wood in 1848. The Bonsors appear to have built the lodge house at 
Bagden between 1848 and 1853.

Farquhar seems to have made a num ber of alterations to the house and its estate for which he 
has not previously been credited. The 1853 estate map provides a point of comparison between 
the landscape at this date and the publication of the 1st edition 25" OS m ap of 1870 (revised 
1881).

SIR W A LTER  FA R Q U H A R  AND THE N EW  HOUSE

T he house itself seems to have been considerably enlarged between 1853 and 1871. The south 
front seems little changed, but the east side had been extended to enclose a small courtyard. To 
the north, another wing seemed to have been added. This has subsequently disappeared, 
although its foundations must have run over m uch of the present courtyard on the north side of 
the house. T he west wing also seemed to have been considerably widened since 1853. In general 
the house was m uch larger, and closer to the present plan than any earlier house.

Past com m entators have tended to think that the house had been little altered between 1818 
and 1902, when it was rebuilt by Sir Clinton Dawkins (National Trust 1994, 30). This ignores 
the fact that Sir Walter Farquhar had largely restructured the Cubitt house himself between 
1853 and 1870. This work was almost entirely destroyed by Dawkins5 architect (cf. plan in Anon 
1922, 203), but three pictures of the Farquhar house have recently been identified (SyAS: P D / 
B K H .G /4 ; PL: archives). These show that only the south front had been retained after 1902. It 
is the retention of this facade since 1818 that has deceived commentators into believing that the 
house rebuilt by Dawkins after 1902 was C ubitt’s. Only recent research has revealed how much 
Farquhar altered the structure beyond the facade. The house shown in these pictures was not to 
the m odern taste. Its style is difficult to describe, and the only distinguishing feature appears to 
have been a cupola similar to the present clock tower.

SIR W A LTER  FA R Q U H A R  AND THE LANDSCAPE

The gardens immediately around the house in 1853 are depicted very much in the Regency 
shrubbery style one would expect of a house built in 1821—3. By 1871 these seem to have been 
considerably altered, with a tendency to follow the contem porary fashion for formal revivalism. 
The shrubbery style shown by the south front of the house had vanished by 1870, to be replaced 
by a form al parterre. The removal of the old road passing the west side of the house had led to 
the removal of the shrubberies on that side, which had probably been put in to screen the road. 
By 1870 the Yew Tree Lane cutting had been created, taking the road west o f the walled gardens. 
T he latter seem to have been considerably expanded, with five sets of greenhouses shown where 
there was apparently only one garden building in 1853. To the north of the house two new areas 
of tree planting seem to be depicted on either side of the farm buildings.



East of the house, the planting parallel with the Terrace Walk seems to have been extended 
along the full length of the terrace. N orth of the N orth Lodge, the 1870 m ap shows that the 
avenue had been extended all the way to G reat Bookham. In seventeen years Farquhar had 
considerably altered both the house and the designed landscape around it.

By the time of the 2nd edition 25—inch OS m ap of 1896, further alterations are apparent. 
This was the year that Farquhar died. The less elaborate design for the gardens around the 
house may reflect a less-detailed survey. Alternatively, in his later years Sir Walter may have had 
less energy to devote to his grounds, and their expensive m aintenance may have resulted in a 
simplification of the plan. Towards the end of the east vista the m ap shows a substantial clump 
of trees, part of the area now called the Nursery. Tradition once ascribed the planting of this 
feature to M argaret Greville, but this can now be shown to be false. The clump, together with 
the extended planting along the terrace, may have been intended to focus the vista down the 
valley towards Box Hill. Unfortunately both pieces of planting, plus the expansion of Freehold 
Wood, seem to have caused this vista to become overgrown.

Another feature of Farquhar’s making was the bridging of Gonnicut Lane. The present bridge 
has been attributed to Sir Clinton Dawkins, but the author can only find second-hand opinion 
on this. It may be true, but the act of bridging the lane was first undertaken in Farquhar’s time. 
T here is no bridge shown in 1853, just a cross-road. A bridge is first shown on the 1870 OS map, 
but it is shown more clearly on the 1896 edition, where the earth causeway either side of it is 
depicted.

The creation of the Yew Tree Cutting had a num ber of results besides taking the old road 
away from the house. It enabled the semi-natural terrace formed by the old road to be 
incorporated into the garden as a feature, and the gardens to be extended down to the bottom 
of the valley as they are today. Mrs Greville was responsible for the later infilling of this area 
with such features as the rock garden, but the process seems to have been begun by Farquhar. 
As m any of Mrs Greville’s more elaborate schemes for the area were not carried out, it is possible 
that much of the design dates from Farquhar’s time.

T he Yew Tree Cutting had other consequences. It prevented a direct approach to the house 
from the south. As a result the south approach declined while the eastern one took over as the 
second most im portant. W ith this, Ranm ore (Prospect) Lodge became increasingly isolated and 
declined in importance. By 1940 it had become derelict, and only the interest of the Youth 
Hostel Association saved it from falling into ruin (Vincent nd). Farquhar’s extended avenue on 
the northern side highlights the im portance of this approach as the principal entrance. The 
building of a causeway across the valley, made of spoil from the cutting, led to the creation of a 
new approach to Yew Tree Farm. This would have reduced the im portance of Hogden Lane, as 
the original access to Yew Tree Farm fell out of use and deteriorated to a mere footpath. After 
this, Hogden Lane, shown as a m ajor routeway on Senex’s m ap of 1729, also declined to become 
the m inor trackway it is today. This is further shown by the gradual disappearance of the 
holloway leading off Hogden Lane into Monks Field and on to Little Bookham and Effingham. 
This is still shown on the m ap of 1853, but was reduced to a footpath by 1870, and had gone 
entirely by 1896.

THE FARQUHAR LE GACY

Farquhar’s changes had deep-seated consequences for the Polesden landscape. He brought Yew 
Tree Farm closer to the heart of the estate, after centuries of isolation on the fringes of habitation. 
At the same time, he doom ed other smaller farms and cottages to increasing isolation by 
decreasing the importance of Hogden Lane and the old southern approach drive. His extended 
northern avenue gave Polesden Lacey the foundations for its grand period under Mrs Greville. 
His enlarged house and gardens also paved the way for these later developments. M any of the 
changes previously thought to have been brought about after 1902 were his.

Sir Walter Farquhar died in 1896, and the property passed to his son, Sir Thom as Farquhar. 
Sir Walter had transferred the estate before his death in 1895, probably aware that he was



coming to the end of his life. At the time of transfer, the estate comprised 917 acres, 3 rods and 3 
perches (SHG: 35 /1 7 /1 3-15 ). T he slight increase of about half an acre since 1853 was the result 
of Sir W alter’s purchase of Lonesome Cottage (known then as Yew Tree Cottage) from George 
Cubitt in 1855 (SHC: 35 /17/5 ). Sir Thomas sold the estate on to Sir Clinton Dawkins in 1902 
(SHG: 3 5 /1 7 /1 8 -20 ).

SIR CLINTO N D A W K IN S, 1 9 0 2 - 6

Dawkins employed the architect, Sir Ambrose Poynter, to make substantial alterations to the 
house and gardens. The National T rust’s guide (1994, 30) says that these alterations were made 
to ‘C ubitt’s m odest villa’, but this has been shown above to be untrue. Dawkins died in 1906 
before he could take up residence. The new owners were Captain the Honourable Ronald 
Greville, and his wife, M argaret.

T here is a series of photographs of the house taken in 1905 in the Francis Frith Collection, 
copies of which are kept at Polesden Lacey. These seem to confirm that the house was 
substantially rebuilt by Dawkins. The south front seems to have been extended, and the present 
east front was added. The portico on the south front (fig 2) was one of the few features left intact. 
Farquhar’s N orth Wing was demolished, and pillars from this house were re-erected at the east 
end of the Terrace Walk. The bridge over Connicut Lane was probably rebuilt before 1905, as 
there is a photograph of that date showing the present structure. Photographs of the South Front 
show that Farquhar’s parterre of 1870 had been largely retained (Frith Collection).

The Greville s , 1906—42 (fig 6)

GRAN D SCHEMES

While m any country houses declined between 1918 and 1939, Polesden Lacey is credited with a 
late flowering. However, many of the serious changes undertaken by the Grevilles seem to have 
taken place before 1914. Thereafter, it seems the widowed Mrs Greville merely m aintained the 
status quo while m any contem porary country houses declined. The Grevilles originally planned 
m ore elaborate changes than were finally carried out.

As soon as they took up residence the Grevilles seem to have employed a num ber of designers 
to suggest alterations both for the house and the landscape. T heir m ain contribution to the 
house would seem to have been internal changes, plus an extension of the south front to the east.

T heir initial ideas for the gardens and parkland were on a grand scale. A num ber of designers 
were commissioned to produce plans for new layouts. Amongst these were R  Wallace and 
Com pany, Frank Stuart M urray of Durand, M urray and Seddon and the Pulham Brothers. A 
num ber of plans for these proposals have been retained in the National Trust archives.

T he M urray designs are the earliest, dating from 1907. These show two m ajor alternatives for 
the gardens of the south front; both comprised elaborate gardens in the formal style that would 
have taken terracing to the edge of the valley terrace. Neither design was carried out and the 
garden was left much as it is today, under grass. By 1914, even the more modest parterre 
immediately under the south front seems to have been simplified into minimalist form, although 
the fountain there seems to have survived until later.

It would appear that the design of the present east court, and the terrace walk with its semi
circular bastions, owed m uch to M urray’s design. Possibly the walled gardens were also altered 
around this time under M urray’s inspiration but, for the most part, the 1907 proposals were not 
carried out. Ronald Greville’s death in 1908 seems to have brought a tem porary halt to these 
schemes.

Mrs Greville seems to have revived her interest in landscaping again by 1909, as we learn that 
in this year Edw ard VII planted a copper beech in the grounds. It was probably soon after this 
that she commissioned the Pulhams to build her a complex rock garden below the walled 
gardens (PL: plan chest). An apparent disagreement with the contractors led to the work on this



feature being suspended, and only a small portion was completed. According to the gardeners 
who worked under Mrs Greville in her later life, it was around 1910 that she began work 
transforming the walled gardens to her own taste. However, as none of these witnesses were on 
the site at the time, their evidence must be considered hearsay. Designs by Wallace dated 1912 
would suggest that the present skeleton layout was at least intended, if not built, by this date. 
Unfortunately the 1914 OS 25" map (the details date from revisions made in 1912) shows little 
detail here, and suggests that changes made since Farquhar’s day had not been extensive. Apart 
from enlarging some greenhouses to the north of what is now the iris garden, few changes had 
been made. The south wall is not shown extending beyond the rose garden.

Nevertheless, Mrs Greville had carried out considerable new works to the west of Yew Tree 
Lane in the area known as the vegetable garden. It would seem that a bridge, possibly the 
T hatched Bridge, had been built across Farquhar’s cutting, and a garden laid out on virgin 
ground. Both the vegetable garden, and the yew walks to the south, had been largely laid out by 
1912. Further elaborations may have been carried out after this. Aerial photographs, thought to 
be by O G S Crawford c 1925 (fig 6), shows the gardens at their greatest extent under Mrs 
Greville (NM R T Q  1353/1).

The Wallace plans of 1912 seem to show that Mrs Greville had originally intended to extend 
her gardens considerably south of the walled gardens. She had apparently changed her m ind 
since the M urray designs of 1907 about having formal gardens in front of the house, and had 
decided to shift them westward below the walled gardens. It is said that she developed a garden 
philosophy that was centred on the English features of lawns and rose gardens to impress her 
many foreign guests.

COMPROMISE

Mrs Greville’s ideas on garden design do not seem to have been brought to full fruition. The 
Great War may have brought them to a prem ature stop, and by the time it was finished, her 
enthusiasm for making great changes may have gone. The unfinished nature of her garden is 
hinted at in the rock garden. The Wallace plans (PL: plan chest, plan no 12 ii) seem to suggest 
that she was considering building a formal garden over the top of this. The work was never 
carried out, and it seems that only relatively m inor changes occurred after 1918.

Between 1912 and 1916 she extended the Walled Gardens westwards to incorporate the iris 
and lavender gardens. Although the Garden Guide (National Trust 1992, 11) says this extension 
was built in 1910, it is not shown on the 1914 OS map, and so may have been later. It is possible 
that the area known as the sunken garden was laid out around this time as an alternative to the 
Wallace formal design that she had intended to build here. The 1920s garden plan is only known 
from aerial photographs. These show a developed garden, with most of Mrs Greville’s work 
therein completed.

Mrs Greville also turned her hand to the parkland on the east side of the house, but we cannot 
attribute as many features to her as was once considered.

COUNTRY HOUSE ENTERTAINMENT

Mrs Greville’s concern with the landscape seems to have been to add to the entertainm ent of her 
aristocratic guests. To this end, she turned most of the parkland to the east and north-east of the 
house into a private golf course (SHC: 3 5 6 /la). In the past, the extent of this feature has been 
questioned. Opinion considers it was little more than an elaborate putting green to the east of 
the house, where the earthworks of at least one bunker still survive. However, air photographs 
(fig 6) show that it extended much further over the parkland from the northern approach 
avenues on the west and north, to Connicut Lane in the east, down almost to the terrace walk 
on the south (NM R TQ , 1353/1). There are photographs in the Polesden archives showing the 
duke and duchess of York (the future George VI and the Queen M other) playing golf on it in



Fig 6 Polesden Lacey: aerial photograph of the northern part of the estate in the late 1920s, probably attributable to 
O G S Crawford. Mrs Greville’s vegetable garden and the Yew Tree Lane cutting can be seen in the lower left 
hand corner. (©  Crown Copyright. NMR)

1923 during their honeymoon (PL: blue linen photograph album). Little of this golf course 
survives today (fig 7).

T he lavish entertainm ent that Mrs Greville gave at Polesden was supported by the estate. The 
extension of the gardens west of Yew Tree Lane was not purely an aesthetic consideration. The 
vegetable garden here was a necessity. Likewise, her extension of the green-housing on the estate



Fig 7 Polesden Lacey: aerial photograph of the estate in 1978 showing the North Avenue being removed. Traces of 
the old shaws bordering the earlier fields are still visible in places, but most of these were removed in the 19th 
century. The N orth Avenue itself is thought to have been cut out of an old shaw. (© Crown Copyright. NM R)

enabled her gardeners to force exotic produce that was otherwise hard to obtain. Mrs Greville’s 
ownership was also a period when provision was made to supply game for shooting parties from 
the various copses on the estate. This may have been available in earlier times, but it was an 
im portant aspect of estate m anagem ent in her time. The copses were used less to produce timber 
and coppice wood, but were vigorously protected for the cover they gave to game birds.

ESTATE MANAGEM ENT, 1906-42

T he farm land itself continued to be m anaged along traditional lines. Goldstone Farm was let to 
tenants and the income used to support other aspects of the estate’s needs. Arable produce 
continued to be the mainstay of this farm, but elsewhere the estate farms concentrated on stock
keeping, both for m eat and dairy products. Two large account books for the estate survive from 
1915 to 1918 in the house archives. These show the m inor details of estate m anagement, even 
the exact numbers of eggs laid by the farm yard hens. They demonstrate that while Mrs Greville 
entertained the crowned heads of Europe at the house, in the valley below farming life still 
continued as it had for centuries.



M R S  G R E V I L L E ’ S  D E C L I N I N G  Y E A R S ,  I 9 3 O - 4 2

Mrs Greville attracted some unpopularity as the 1930s progressed. The attractive young woman 
who had first come to Polesden in 1906 had grown into an imposing m atronly figure by this 
time. H er wit was still sharp, but her pro-G erm an sympathies led her to be viewed with 
suspicion. Nevertheless she continued to have great influence in some quarters until her death in 
1942.

W ith the outbreak of war in 1939 she denounced her former Germ an friends, and moved 
perm anently to London. She never returned to Polesden, and her lavish pre-war house parties 
were never revived. W hen she died in 1942 she left Polesden to the National Trust.

Conc lus ions
This study has traced the evolution of a block of land within Surrey that came to form a post- 
medieval country estate. In m any respects its boundaries are artificial and the study does not 
have the uniformity that is often possible with an area that has clearer geographic unity, such as 
a parish. It is possible that the requirements of m odern land m anagem ent will require estate 
studies such as this to be undertaken more frequently in future. It is hoped that this work will 
show w hat can be achieved from limited resources.
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T Q  1351/2 probably by Crawford, Polesden H ouse/Preserve C opse/Terrace and land to south; vertical 
T Q 1352/3 probably by Crawford, Polesden House and land to NW; vertical



T Q  1353/1 probably by Crawford (Film no. CCC 8499), Polesden House and land to north; shows North 
Avenue and most of Goldstone Farm; vertical 

PL: Polesden Lacey
Blue Linen Photograph Album
Cuttings: Green Cuttings Album (Photographic Archives)
Frith: Frith Photographic Collection, photographs of Polesden house, 1905 (Photographic Archives). 
Ledgers: Two large bound ‘ledger’ books for the estate, 1915-18 (Historic Buildings Departm ent)
M ap 1818: M ap of Polesden Estate by A and E Driver, dated 1818 (entrance lobby)
Plan chest: Plans and proposals for Polesden house and gardens during the Greville’s residence 

PRO: Public Record Office, London
E36/168: Survey of Great Bookham manor, 1548 
E 179/184/143: Lay Subsidy of 1524 

SHC: Surrey History Centre, Woking
G 8 5 /2 /1 (1) no 49: Sale Catalogue for Polesden estate, 1804 
G 8 5 /2 /1  (1) no 124b: Sale Catalogue for Polesden estate, 1818
G110/2: Feoffment of Thomas Blatt and others to Ann Cook of Effingham for Mares and Dunley in 
Polesden, November 1652
G 120/8/2 : M arriage settlement of messuage and lands called Bowles in Polesden Effingham, Denbroke 
Land and other lands, May 1569
K 3 4 /1-12: Court Rolls and other manorial documents for G reat Bookham, 1554-1925 
K 3 4 / 3: Survey of G reat Bookham by Thomas Clay, 1614-17 
K 3 5 /1 -1 7 : Collection of deeds for Polesden Lacey
K 3 5 /1 7 /1 : Conveyance of estate of 916 acres 1 rod 18 perches at Polesden to Sir Walter Farquhar with
detailed m ap, November 1853
177a/b: Survey of G reat Bookham, 1797-98
356/ la: R eport on private golf course at Polesden Lacey in the 1930s 
Q S 6 /4/31: Enclosure Award and map for Great Bookham, 1821 -2 2  
Tithe m ap and award for G reat Bookham, 1842 
Tithe m ap and award for Little Bookham, 1842 

SyAS: Surrey Archaeological Society Library, Guildford
P D /B K H .G /4

Unpublished s econdary works
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reference to the northern approach avenue, unpublished internal report to the Southern Region of the National Trust 
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